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DON'T DO THAfl
and other

COUNSELING STRATEGIES FOR
THE CHRONICALLY DISRUPTIVE

Donna R. Eyde and Albert H. Fink

This text reviews the Multiple causes of school disturbances and the
varied needs of students labeled chronically disruptive. A number of
counseling techniques applicable to this- population are described in
terms of curriculum modification, Management alternatives, and
motivational differences. Strategies for counseling culturally different/
students and for influencing system level change are explored. Pre-
ventive and anticipatory counseling for distressed students and
distressed teachers it also suggested. Related issues of school
violence, Otindalism,, gang delinquency, and mental illness are excluded
in order to concentrat:: on identification of and intervention with the,
chronically disruptive. Gaps in preservice and inservice training are
briefly examined, but the emphasis of this text is on working with the
student, classmates, and classroom teachers from a systems theory
view of school ecology. A bibliography is provided at the end of each
chapter..

INTRODUCTION

Today's children, it seems, have developed a truly impressive number of
behaviors for disrupting the teaching/learning processstrange noises, body sounds,

pencil drums, chewing iorn tricks, forgotten workbooks, flying objects, punches,
pinches, kicks, grabs, tardiness, truancy and four-letter words carved, whispered or

shouted out. Chronic classroom disturbances, hallway assaults, and building

vandalism are currently retarding academic progress in significant ways. Parents are

demanding more school-centered discipline. Principals are demanding more class-

room-based control and teachers are demandint.ornore administrative support. The

general public is demandinp more for less. Commissioned task \forces point to the

need for systemic changes in the educational process. Mental health experts

acknowledge that schooling may be injurious to the health of students and' of

teachers. These are the times in which school counselors find themselves as the

guardians of emotional growth and adjustment; consequently, counselors are
variously admonished to be child change agents, ecosystem managers, and behavioral

engineers.
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The causes of school disturbances are multiple and the needs of ghe value

violators labeled chronically disruptive are 'varied. There are students who don't

know how to behave, those who Can't, and those wo don't care. At best, school

disturbances represent a coMplex problem that mud be *solved simultaneously on

several levels. Youth alienation, unemployment, dropouts, suicide, acts of violence,

substance abuses, divorces, disorganized families; disenfranchised minorities, and

adult illiteraCy reflect a malaise within the larger
school system appears to have its individual and relci

behaviors that are created and maintained in part by t

that school' (Rogeness, Bednar, & Diesenhaus, 1974). Di

academic achievement in a given classrOom and in a giv

maintained by the ecology of that educational. setting.

"In short, it is the system which includes the child t

alone. Interdependent interpersonal processes which inc

cial order. Hoifever, each

ively static level of problem
particular social system Of

turbing-behavior and deviant

school result from and,are

As HOward (1980) suggests,

t has -failed, not the cIild
ude, ihe assigned roles and

functions of administrItors, teachers and pupils (as well ar school psychologists),.the

academic and behavioral demands of the setting, and the skills and cornOetencies
1

e

that the child brings to the situation are all viewed as parts of the ecological system

that has produced and maintained the deviant social or bcademic behavior in the

school" (pp. 6-7).

Behavior in any system is subject to multiple determ ned influences; however,

behavior is, always evaluated within a specific environmen al context, Behavior is

labeled disruptive or disturbing with reference to a iven social systerii or

subsystem. Disruptions may be more or less single, isolated incidents, or they may

represent a fairly constant mode of communication within a given social system or

subsystem.

Rivers (1977) points out that the chiefVIOlator of the classroom subsystem

rules Ond hence the chronic disrupter of classroom order is the "child who cannot be

classified as emotionally disturbed or mentally retarded, whols neither neurotic 9or

psychotic. In most cases the child is not generalli delinquent or criminally inclineld;

however from the teacher's viewpoint, the child is a periodic disruptive force witin

the learning environment" (p. 7). This distressed youngster, according to Rivers, has

adopted disruptive behaviors as a mode of communication within the clauroon The

disruption is an "adaptive" response to the felt frustration and anxiety,surroundipg

the classroom demands.

2



There are prodigious lists of descriptive behaviors reOlete with consistency
/

indexet' and standardized behavioral rating scales to characterize the child who

frequently and relattliely consistently "acts out" in ,the school setting. The very term

"acting out" suggests that the behavioral responses are directed outwardly and

include exhibited-physical and verbal aggression, destruOtion of classroom materials,

and expresied negativism and non-coMpliance.

If the child has developed disruptive responses to the learning task demand, the

system as a whole has failed. It would appear that approximately 20% of the school-

aged population are currently experiencing sufficient mismatch between their aca-
/

demic and social skills and classroom demands as to be classified as marginally

adjusted (yde, 1980). Within that group of 20%, a number of uncounted youngsters

will select classroom disruption as a predominant mode of communication. If
stresses and conflicts are high in the learning environment and iidividual coping

responses are minimal, then distressed youngsters will act out/ The emotional

adjustment of any student is/ a "living interaction that changes with adjustive
resources and stress" (Reinert, 1980, p. 7). Punishment, suspenSion or expulsion are

often used to restore balance within the school, environment. These choices rarely

decrease either the frustration or the behavior. In actuality, the chronically
disruptive child 'should be the focus of special management techniques and the

recipient of special counseling efforts.

3
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NATURE,AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

At times, it is difficult to differentiate students who are experiencing develop-
.

mental ond/or situational stressors from students who are suffering more serious

emotional handicaps. The observed disruptive surface behaviors can be quite

similar. Both groups of disturbing youngsters are experiencing classroom conflict.

As Reinert (1980) observed, the child in conflict is a student who is experiencing a

mismatch between the degree of stress inherent in schooling demands and the.indivi-

.dual adjustive resources for rneeting those varied demands. Acting out behaviors are

only one manifestation of onflict; others include withdrawing, defensive, and disor-

ganized or out-of-touch bellaviors. The child in conflict is described as follows:

The child whose manifest behavior has a deleterious effect on his"
or her personal or educ.'3tional develeOment and/or the personal or
educational developmentt of-his or her peers. Negative effects
may ,yary considerably \from one child to another in terms of
severity and prognosis. (Reinert, 1980, p. 5)

Emotionally disturbed students are usually characterized by more inner tension,

anxiety about their behavior, and serious difficulties With affect. The chronically

disruptive child, on the othe\i. hand, is characterized by delays or deficits in sociali-

zation and lacks the interpersonal communication skills k;or satisfying socioaffective

transactions in the classroom.

Smith and Neisworth (1975) differentiate between those students who should be

defined as\ socially maladjusted by concluding that'altbough emotionally disturbed

youngsters exhibit excessively aggressive or withdrawn behOvior, their central

problem is not violation of social roles or rules. In contrast, Graubard (1973) does

not stee the necessity of differentiating the emotionally handicapped from the
socially maladjusted. He defines beha\vioral disabilities as "a variety of excessive,

chronie, deviant behaviors ranging from\ impulsive and aggressive to depressive and

withdrawal acts (I) which violate the perfeiver's expectation of appropriateness; and

(2) which the perceiver wishes to see stopped" (p. 246).

Predelinquent behavior and --juvenile delinquency are also often included in

discussions of disturbing behaviors. These descriptors are applied to youngsters who



have been adjudicated already or whose -behavibrs are violating the law and leading

to possil;le adjudication. A contrOsting example of prede-linquent chronic disruption
- r

and emotional disturbance is illustrated on Table I. Still other authot's (Stainback &

Stainback, 1980) differentiate behavioral impairmen'ts based on subje6t1ve indices of

severity including the frequency, intensity, consistency, or duraiion and spread of 'the

disruptive behaviors. Kauffman (1977) proposed the following definition:

:
Chydren with behavior disorders are those who chronically and
markedly respond to their environment in\socially unaccepfable
jand/or personally unsatisfying wayi4ut who can befaught more
socially acceptable and personally gratifying behaviors. Children
-with mild. and moderate behavior disorders can be taught
effectively with their' normal peers (if their teathers receive
aPpropriate consultative help). . . ?Children with severe and pro-
found behavior\disorders require intensive and prolonged interven.,
tion. (p. 23)

Quay (1972) and his associates have takeryan empirical approach to classifica-

tion of school-related problem behaviors. They identified four.behavioral patterns

that are fairly ,stable and- periasive among school-aged youngsters: (1) conduct

disorders, characterized by restlessness, attention, seeking, disruptiveness, bolster-

ousness, disobedience, irresponsibility, temper tantrums, fighting, bOssiness and

destructiveness; (2) personality disorders, marked' by fearfulness, passivity, .social

isolation, shyness, anxiety, low self-esteetn, serf-consciousness and limited verbal

responsiveness; (3) j.n2_ite/k,rmature characterized by clumsiness, passivity, day

dreaming, sluggishness, reticence, disinterest' and failure to complete work; and (4)

socialized uerTx, marked by truancy, gan4 \norm-violations and rule-breaking. .
Kirk and Gallagher (1979) concluded from -a cluster artizsis that for the mosi

part, school maladjustment could be divided into tp major groups:

The first is an impulOie, hyperactive anti-soclal pattern that, at
its most extreme, ,Acomes dangerous to others and is labeled
delinquent behavior. The second pattern is of a fearful,
withdrawn, unhappy child with many vague 'concerns and
anxieties. The more extreme version of that pattern is the
autistic or schizophrenic child. (p. 425)

What emerges from this cluster approach to maladjustment classification are.indivir

dual personality styles along a continuum from passive to active and socialization

processes ranging from undersocialized tO inappropriately sacialized, as illustrated in

6
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Table I

Comparative Traits

Behaviorc is a consciously monipulative,
opportunistic attempt to "control"
teachers, parents and, other, school
personnel.-

Reality testing OKgenerally good
insight, evaluates the situation"knows"
what's going on.

Low anxiety, not threatened nor
concerned with consequences, generally
"in Control" (alternative manipulation
tactics may include "blowing up").'

Good ego strength, inner resburces to
draw upon; flexibility in situational
responses.

Sees others-6s The OrOblemno need to
change se lf.

Demands options, opportunity to "decide
own'fate".

Character disorder claSsifiqation; socio-
pathic or unsocialized aggressive person-
ality.

ED

Behavior is a reaction to* perceived
stress; uncontrollable, non-manipulative.

Impaired/distorted reality orientation .

poor insight; misreads cues, overreacts,.
can't ,evaluate realisticallyjumps to
quick conclusions.

High anxiety, easily upset, worried about
potentiat consequences; guilt ridden.

inadequate ,ego strength, poor self-
concept, \ few inner resourcesvulner-:
able, inflrible.

Wants to hange to reduce anxiety and is
hampered \by distorted perceptions and
lack I inner resources. .

I

Responds best to highly Structured
environment, with few choices/clear
expectationS.

Personality disorder classification;
neurotic/psychotic.

, \

Adapted from* D. Dierks:$,Comparative tiaits. Unpublished mimeograph, 1980.
(Cedar Falls, Iowa, Area 7, Pro,,garn for the Fhronically Disruptive Youth.)

1
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Figure I. All groups of-you\ngsters whose behaviors are near the intersect on the grid

experience very restricted personal comfort zones in dealing with socioaffective

transactions, especially in the school environment.

Differentiation diagnoses_ of behavioral clusters have not been empirically

shown to lead to successful differential interventions. However, cluster characteris-

tics fgverity of disturbance, e.g., mild, moderate, or severe, experientially stiggest

different modes of ,treatment. Most.students who are seriously or severely disturbed/,

require interventions aimed dt reconstruction of inner psychological and/or

biophysicai/flinctions. Mildly -and moderately disturbed youngsters benefit from

respite 78 repair of ecosstem mismatches.

The observable behaviors ofi distressed students identified as 'chronically

dispptive are, for the most part, characterized by (1) physical and verbal aggression

toward classmates, (2) verbal aggression toward teachers and other authority figures,

(3) refusal to cooperate or freely participate in group activities, (4) intentional
destruction of !laming materials, and (5) 4:3 variety of non-compliant and inappro-

priate behaviors which disorder the learning environment (Rivers, 1977). The under-.

lying emotional tone as well-as the frequency, consistency, intensity and seriousness

.of the disruption suggest that the chronically disruptive youngster has selected

acting out as the major mode of communicating disfress about schooling

requirements and regulations.

There is evidence that the adaptive 'abilities involved in demrstrating
empathy, taking the role of the other, and having close confi8ants appear to be

lacking or underdeveloped in the chronically disrupnve. Ger4rally, poor social
-

acceptqnce and poor academic performance, especially in the area of reading, are

concomitants of classroom disruption. Failed and/or inadequate socialization is

similarlievident in chronic violati n of the values, norms and folkways that regulate

school cultures. For some of th se students less aggressive and more appropriate

responses may not be in their behavioral repertoire or are only partially available. If

- --more adaptive responses,have been learned, they may not be valued by the child or

the child's family. Still other youngsters may be merely mirroring subCultural norm-

sitive behaviors in the school setting.

8



4s, Under Socialized

(Conduct Disorders)

(1)

(Personality Disorders)

:(2)

Active Passive

(3)

(Socialized Delinquent)

(4)

Onadequate/Immatur0

inappropriate Socialization

Figure 1. Continuum of MaladjustMents and Comfort Zones..(Donna R. Eyde.)



Other disruptive youngsters may experience sufficient physical distress to

cause acting out problems. For example, poor nutritiont uncorrected vision or

hearing problems, undiagnosed hyperkinetic reactions or learning disabilities can lead
. i

to classroom misbehavior. The physical conditions of the learning environmnent

itself, 1such as over, crowding, poor lighting, inadequate temperature confrol and

inappropriate materials maYbring about displays of acting out.

While children identified as chronically disruptive may be influenced by

physical or social,. iOctors, the defining. ctiaracteristic is their tendency to be "pre-

disposed to arousal when their capacities to communicate in nonaggressive ways are

environmentally suppressed or ge not functional" (Rivers, 1977, p. 11). They appear

0
to be-more action prone than verbal in expressing emotional discomfort. Conversely,

verbal reprimands appear to have low control value. Negative racial, ethnic or
N s

subcultural group membership experiences may contribute to but do not account for
/ (

the chronic:disruption.
,

Acting out is used by the child as a coping mechanism for stress reduction and_

maintenance of control over the ,frustrations inherent in the environment. While-

normal children from time to time display acting out behaviors, the chronically

disruptive child has such ci narrow and constricted zone which is overly supplied with

classroom stressors that he/she has adopted acting out as a primary mode fOr dealing

With distress and fails to respond in a competent and enhancing manner. In other

words, the press, .of immediate environmental demands exceeds the student's adaptive

resolve or ability to respond effectively. The response to felt distress may be physi-

cally destructive actions against self, others, and property and/or such verbal aggres-

sion as yelling, cursing, threats, and self-negating or depreciating staterhents. It is

precisely these behaviors that elicit intense and ineffective teacheir responses,

\ i
(Rohrkemper & Brophy, 1979). The student's obnoxiousness, negativism; and opposi-

_ \ tion create disorder for the learning environment and elicit ine\ffecitual punitive

responses from controlling adults, which in turn only heighten the sensof distress.
\

Varying incidence figures suggest thai initial identification andikeferral of the

chronically disruptive is more or less a matter of the system's level Of toleration of

idisrue ptive behavior. It is evident from the research literature th t no one knows

exactly how many children display behaviors that are out of syndhronization with

environmental expectations. Wood and Zabel (1979) concluded that there appear to

r
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be mdny students who exhibit disruptive behavior at one time or ariotIvr, but there

are significantly fewer students who disrupt over an extended time period. Kelly,

Bullock,%nd Dykes (1977) surveyed regular class teachers in regard to the number of

youngsters exhibiting behavior problems in their class. The teachers reported about

20% with problematic behaviors; of these 12% were classified as mild, .6% as
7

moderate, and only 2% as severe. A more comprehensive survey by Rubin and Balow

(1978) revealed that teachers in any single year reported 23% to 31% of their

students manifested behavior problems. Mdles outnumber females somewhere

between 3 to I and 7 to 1 (Reinert, 1980), and identification of disturbed behavior is

not evenly distributed throughout theschool population.
.

One surveyor reported, that while "disturbed children can be found in all social

classes, lower socio-cultural classei produce far more than their share" (Pate, 1963,

pp. 244-245). For eXample, Kelly and associates 0977) reported that two black stu-

dents for every white itudent were identified in grades kindergarten through

seventh. After seventh grade through high school, the ratio of black to white was

not as significant.
The variations in prevalence rates give support to the idea that the task of

judging the appropriateness and inappropriateness of behavior is complex and subject

to multiple influences. It is evident also that "helping" strategies are generally

underutilized and some form of self-selected or system-initiated exclusion are the

most-common-oOtcomes:
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PAST AND EMERGING PERSPECTIVES ON SCHOOL DISRUPTION

\
Violent\ and vandalistic octs are seriously disrupting the schoohing process.

, Contrary tor popular view, however, external factors such as geographic location,

socioeconomi status
'
and sociocultural group membership are not reliable predictors

of norm- and 1ialue7violating behaviors (Sabatino, Heald, Rothman, & Miller, 1973).

Staff turnoveri, authoritarian administration, and highly forntalized interpersonal

relationships between students and school personnel cOntribute to higher' rates of
f se.

disturbing behaviors (Goldman, 1960). Maynard (1978) observed that, when teachers

and administrative staff talk more than listen, insist that school needre met first,,

lose the view of students as individuals, continue irrelevant currictio, establish
inappropriate and often biased expectations, and rank students' concerns last, disci-

, .
pline problemS increase geometrically. ,

f

School disruptions are apparently system-specific, and attacks on persons and

property appear to be motivated by nUrnerous interrelated variables. Financial gain,

pursuit of social causes (adolescent rebellion and minority rights), malicious play,
,

unfulfilled emotional need, ccademic failure and gang affiliation are motiiators most
,

ofterT identified in the professional literature according to Sabatino et al. (1978).
\

Poorly developed interpersonal .commitments and communication skills have also

been cited in studies relating predelinquent behaviors to verbal inaccessibility, where

accessibility is s'zlefined as "the child's readiness to express his most important atti-

tudes and feelings directly in verbal communications" (Jaffee & Polansky, 1962,

p. 105). ;{1 , .
Similarly, a variety of interventi ns to reduce norm-violating behavior hav'es\,

been tried with varying rates of succi.ss and carry-over. Buildings have been

equipped with more technological "safeIi valve* and protective devices (Zeisal,

1973). Architectural aesthetics have beet; tried (Pablant & Baxter, 1975) and class-,
room designs have been manipulated (Stebbins, 1973). School and community leaders

have attempted to restructure peer cultures through participatory neighborhood

projects (Brookover, Erickson, & Joiner, 1967; Underwood, 1968). durricular innova-

tions and counseling strategies have been implementcl to promote positive social and (

adaptive school behaviors. School counselors have tried a variety of direct teaching
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approaches and consultative mOdes, e.g., ecolo'gical, behavioral and process-oriented

(Jason, Ferone, & Anderegg, 1979), again with Mixed results. Preventive school

mental health programs have also been suggested or initiated (Cowen & Lorion, 1976;

Ojemann, 1967) also with varying outcomes.

What emerges from the literature on disruptive students then is a hodgepodge

of philosophies and often unvalidated practices for treating school disturbances.

These approaches can be grouped under two major, sometimes cbnflicting but

actually interrelated postures toward school disturbances-=the counselor as teacher

directly "counseling" a distressed student or the counselor as teaching consultant

indirectly teaching helping skills to aid in healing a sick system. Others such as Ivey

(1976) note that counseling an individual without considering the effects of the

system is inadequate. Hurst (1975) concluded as reported by Ivey (1976) that

counseling is a "process," not an outcome or end product in itself.

Counseling is, in fact, simply One intervention strategy to facilitate human

development along constructive paths. Parsons (1894) expanded this "philosophy of
e

mutualism" nearly a century ago. "Thus jndividuals and institutions continually react

upon eacfr other, the growth of each develops the other and the rhythm of their

vibrations makes, the music of their process" (p. 783). However, it was Kuriloff

(1973) who fully developed a modern rationale for the "philosophy of mutualism" in .

describing the counselor at a, "psychoecologist" who "enters a given ecology as an

observer-participant to observe the nature of the transactions and to participate in

creating ways to alter them in positive (i.e., competence-enhancing) directions"

(p. 323). Disturbance is an ecological phenomenon that exists in the transactions

between the child and the school environment. The task of the counselor is to alter

disturbed transactions in ways that promote individual coMpetencies among all parts
..

of the system.
Past counseling practices with disturbing students relied heavily on various

rnodels of psychotherapy for emotional disorders. Such models assumed that (1) it is

he ."disturbed" child. that mainly needs to be helped; (2) the disiurbance originates

vithin the child and therefore the child must actually particip,te indand cooperate-
_

wIth the therapeutic process in order to be free of symptoms; arid (3) there is some-
\

how a normal nondisturbed environment to which the "abnormal" youngster must be

calibrated. Rhodes (1.967, 1968) in purseing the ecological view of transactions
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within environments looked at disturbance within its contextual boundaries and
proposed that a disturbed person exists within the "trans-acts" 'between the person

and his external environment. Disturba nce from an ecological view lies as much ir

the complementary responses a nd interpretations of the observer as it does in the

individual differences (Rhodes, 1968). Because living things are interrelated and

interdependent in complex ways, change in any one element usually affects all other
. ,

parts. Predominantly intrapersonal explanations of disturbance omit exploration of

the environments that contribute to or, in many cases, create the misMatch between

learners and classroom demands.

When disturbances are assumed to reflect the nature of the transactions in the

school community and family ecology, the counselor must approach the problem as a

psychoecologist offering both systematic psychological education and, specific

suggestions for improving individuals' transactions. The counselor becomes Kuriloff's

(1973) "observer-participant" who designs judgment-in-action plans for psychositua-

tional classroom intervention. Such interventions for school psychologists have been

described by Bardon, Bennett, Bruchez and Sanderson (1976). The authors readily

acknowledge, that such an approach is also potentially applicable for other mental

health professionals working in the schools. While the psychosituational model of

intervention has not been fully developed, the rationale for such an approach is
compelling and prescriptive relative to emerging perspectives of school counseling

practices.
The assumptions for psychoecological practices deserve detailing here, for they

offer a way of realistically viewing school-based treatment of chronic disruptions.
The problem child must first be assessed as he/she interacts with and is affected by

an environment (Bersoff & Grieger, 1971). Removal of the child from the environ-

ment helshe is disturbing leads to false expectations for curing problems that are

iituationally based. Involvement with the youngster within the context provides an

increase in the number of options for management; e.g., change the child, change the

environment, ,change the way the child interacts with the environmeni, and/or

change the way the environment transaCts with the child. Assessment and ameliora-

tion of problem behaviors are functionally more closely paired; this increases the

probability of success and eventual spread of interventiorkn the pr cess of assist-

ing one disruptive child, other teaching/learning trans= io s are indirectly

15
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modified. All .children then are provided with contextually specific ways to cope

with the stress and strains of classroom life in more growth-producing, cdmpetence-

enhancing ways. If some children disrupt the schooling process, it is only sensible to

try to help solve these problems sin the settings which give rise to them.

StUdents today are different; they are both more ignorant and more

superficially sophisticated. Teachers are I:lifferent, both more committed and yet

more ambivalent about discipline, Counselors are different, searching for more role

clarity and suffering-more role conflicts. Discipline has .been publicly identified as

the number one problem of schooling and discipline is be&ming, unfortunately, the

number one goal of too many of today's schools.

Counselors must resist making discipline their job responsibility. Instead, they

must facilitate change in students and schools so that the socialization failures of a

narcissistic era are not allowed to subvert the actual purposes of 'education.

Counselors then must act as coptextual specialists, teaching youngsters alternative

modes of adaptation as well as teaching them about the settings to which they are

adapting. Counselors must also be the teacher of teachers and the leaders of educa-

tional activities that promote the psychologically healthiest citizen within the
healthiest setting possible. Psychoecological models which view disruption as both a

symptom and an opportunityefor adaptive skill building to enhance mental health

perhaps explain what Miller (1969) meant when he advocated giving psychology away

to the public to promote public welfare.
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COUNSELORS AS PROTECTORS, INTERPRETEWS,

ADJUSTERS AND TRANSLATORS

COUNSELOR AND COMMUNITY

The roles and responsibilities of school counselors have expanded greatly in the

last few years. Counselors have become both generalists in human growth and

adjustment and specialists in the reclamation of human resources. Counseling

functions increasingly cross disciplines, and this requires the codrdination of training

for varied professional and paraprofessional groups, as well .as conjoint counseling

services for specific problems in th'e areas of mental health and mental illness.
Mental health needs pervade the school setting and the society that determines the

contours of schooling efforts. The counselor must simultaneously articulate and

advocate for the needs of students in terms of futureIcomrhunity adjustment and
translate community needs into relevant instrbctional acfivities. Outreach activities

for community education, increased training of paraprofessionals, and liaison efforts

among social services agencies are a natural outgrowth of helping disruptive young-

sters survive. Counselors have no choice but to be involved in the outer environmeht

that surrounds their students. This involvement is taking many forms but training is

t clearly becoming a preferred mode of treatment (Carkhuff, 1969).

Authier and his co-workers (1975) formulated a thorough and comprehensive

description of the role and responsibility of the counselor as educator. The person

being served is "taught" skills rather than "treated" for behavioral dysfunctions. As

Ivey (1976) reports, "the counselor does not counsel but becomes a teacher-consul-
,

tont to these who seek help or desire to improve their relationship skills or commun-

ity orientation" (p.. 433).

The.crucial point, as Arbuckle (1976) points out, is the purpose and reason cor

this involvement. Are counselors more involved with helping children adjust to
society than helping children modify and adjust the environment that surrounds

them? The social groups that make up society replace individual experiences with

collective experience and in the process displace individual goals that might run
counter to societal expectations. Children with behavior problems simply are child-

ren who are not ck)ing what the school wants them to do. Are counselors "against"

society if they are "fpr" the students?
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Jourard (1968) defined the effective counselor as a "responsible anarchist"
providing a loyal oppositionto- the demand that all children. must exhibit' model

behaviors that fit the system's expectations. The counselor's responsibility is:to

teach those' skills that enable individuals to act in health-producing ways. Gordon

(1967) advocates that counselors teach students to make use of those factors in t*
outer environment that besf facilitate growth, development, and adjustment and

`.=change those factors that retard or distort welln-6Ss and' well being.

The counselor must teach the youngster to cope with the stressors of the
system and how to change the system to reduce unhealthy stressors. Counselors

must work "with" school systems, not "for" them, to modify policies, curriculum,
human behavior, rules and regulations, and, other, demands so that they fit the indivi-

dual, rather than modifying the individual to fit the system (Arbuckle, 1976). The

counselor is, in fact, moving away from dealing with diagnosis and treatment' of

individual pathology to training and system facilitation (Ivey, 1976).

The counselor then can function as ap "environmental engineer" (Mathepy,

1971) arranging and rearranging the school and community environments foe the

purposesof system-level mental health and individual geowth and adjustment. Their

primary role is educational, not remedial.

A well-functioning counseling program isprimarily devoted to the
following helping behaviors: (a) helping students explore
themselves in relation to the world in which they live; (b) helping-
them take responsibility for their lives; and (c) helping them
develop interpersonal skills which maximize their effectiveness
with others. The thoughtful use' of environmental opportunities
can greatly assist the counselor in accomplishing each of these
goals. (Matheny, 1971, p. 440)

The counselor working with the chronically disruptive must be a mental health'

educator, educational fildierpist, and mental health consultant on counseling skills to

the school and' to the comm&tity. When the school administration develops ci policy

on fighting or swearing, foi example, the .counselor must have the opportunity for

unbiased input. When a teacher collapses in the lounge mumbling about how terribiy

Jimmie acts, the counselor must be able to professionally share informcition and

counseling skills to help Jimmie and his teacher without being judged as "for" the

student and "against" the school. When the librarian sends Pam to see the counselor'
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because of her misuse of library materiab, the counselor mit insist on shared and

mutual Ownership of the problem without being,viewed as afraid or impotent.

The failure of school personnel to retain ownership of disruption and establish

optirnat _environments usually stems from lock of information, lack of necessary

skills, lack of confidence in skills end/or lack of objectivity (Caplan, 1970). School

personnel often draw erroneous conclusions about disruritive behavior because they

lack sufficient knowledge regarding variattoris in the individual's developmental

process. The counselor then provides an 'informational bridge between the system

labeler of, disraption and the child. Lack of communication and interpersonal skills

to counsel students appropriately and lack of Confidenpp in the skills possesied hinder

the helping process. School's are told daily that they are doing a poor job and ccnnot

mainttain discipline; unfortunately, too many personnel are beginning to believe the

acfusation. Their inability to make decisions about what a particular student really

Weds may derive from the stereotyped, prejudices, and negative attitudei that
sometimes get in the way of clear thinking. The counselor-consultant can supply the

necessary information, train skills, bolster confidences; and in the fullest expression

of his/her capacity Make sure that the decisions about disruptive students are data:

based and in the student's best interest..

The apathy of certain boards and the 'authoritarian, reactionary or ineffectual

qualities of some administrators must not dissuade the counselor from seeking

optimal environments for the learning process. Outside of school, counselors can

play an integral role in community-based policy making by actively involving
themselves with local, state and natio-rial systems.

PARENTS AND TEACHERS \
Counselors' efforts to pcoduce individual change in children often fall short

bedause of resistance from other socializing agentsthe family, the classroom
teacher,' and even community members., Elementary counselors tend to be more

involved with teachers and parents than secondary level counselors, by choice or

training. Specific training of teachers and parents in developmental and anticipatory

counseling skills usually includes the following "areas according to Dinkmeyer (1973):
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I. Consulting with teachers individually and in groups.
2. Consulting with parents individually and in groups.
3: Counseling theory process as it is adapted to work with preschool and

.elementary children.
.4. Classroom guidance procedures for work in affective education with large

groups.
5. Learning and human,motivation 'theory that can be directly translated into

the educational setting.
6. Behavior modification and motivation modification and procedures for

training teachers ill these processes.
7.* Effective procedures for/working with administrators and the total

system. (p. 172)

Taylor and Hoedt (1974) have empirically demonstrated that parentg and
teachers benefit, from training in counseling processes. These authors investigated

the relative effectiveness of indirect group counseling with parents and/or teachers

as compared to direct group intervention in bringing about behavioral change with

372 problem children within regular elementary classrooms. The research used lour
treatment conditions: (1) exposing mothers to an Adlerian form'of group counseling;

(2) exposing teachers to an Adlerian form of group counseling; (3) direct counseling

with identified youngsters (an eclectic approach); and (4) a noltreatment control

group. All "treatment" approaches produced significant changes. The indirect

intervention utilizing significant adults in the child's environment, the parent and/or

teacher, was generally more effective than direct intervention or no intervention in

reducing perceived classroom behavior problems. The principles espoused by

Dinkmeyer and Dreikurs (1963) and Glasser11969), among otherg, that a significant

adult must be able to identify.the good in a child and make him aware oflit as a

mecns of facilitating positive self-acceptance and growth in academic and social

competence is clearly supported by the Taylor and Hoedr(1974) research.

Pments and teachers can be taught human relations skills that will enable them

to facilhate socioemotional growth and adjustment. Parents must be helped to

define and understand the problem, recognize the contributions of the home environ-

ment where appropriate, arid develop new skills for structuring more positive int'err

actions with their child. Parents often feel helpless and frustrated. Sometimes their

anger results in hostility directed toward the child or toward the counselor, teacher

or other school personnel. Parents also blame themselves or their spouses for the

rchitd's constricted classroom "comfort zones" and they must be helped to substitute
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positive transactions for old guilt. Parents may use overprotection, denial, -and

defensiveness to prolong the child's,rnaladjustmentfso that they do not have to deal

with their own personal issues. The relative balance of direct counseling for personal

conflicts and indirect group counseling to teach a variety of childavdgement skills

needs to be established for each family with a chronically disruptive member.

Counseling consultation,also impacts classroom teachers in regard to increased

understanding of sources of disruptive behaviors and increased utilization of coping

and management skills. Ritter (1978) analyzed the referral patterns of teachers over

a seven-year period in,conjunction with the implementation of a case consultation

model. The case model described by Ritter provided for "information sharing

between teacher and consultant, classroom 'observation and consultant access to

school records, psychoeducatronal assessment (as necessary) to further define the

problem, conferences to discuss interventions to meet the problem and follow-up to

review the effectiveness of the recommendations" (p. 239). This approach was found

to result in a decrease in the number of children referred by teachers over time.

However, the most important benefits of. consultation, namely incrasing the
teacher's skills, took three or four years to come-to fruition. Consequently, it is

probable that single, brief, ihort-term consultative interventions in the classroom

de not sufficient to bring out significant or permanent changes in teaching skills.

The consulting, counselor apparently must be patient with system and staff skill

building.

CLASSMATES

Peer counselors are increasingly being used as age-app priate assistants in

sOlving personal problems and as teachers of age-appropriat social behaviors. 'the

child can be used by the counselor as a bridgeto the adult rld for detached young-

sters and as an amplification of counseling change effo s. The behaits of peer

counseling include an increase in available manpower (S tt & Wa ner, 19,74) and a

more positive school atmosphere. Fink and his-colleagues noted that *as more

students Ware trained and model supportive interpersonal skills in their relationships, a

schoolwide network of sensitive and empathic students may be created.
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In order to Use, peer counselors, the supervisor must match the student's needs

and the peer counselor's skill level. Subsequently, specific training is probably neces-

sary for more complex problems as they emerge in the peer relationship.

The Fink et al. (1978) study suggested that careful planning precede decisions

regardina the use of-peer counselors and the functions assigned to them. These

authors provide the following useful guidelines for use of peer-counselors in the

school:

I. Emphasize the informal network.

2. Select a diverse group of students so that the entire sociological strata of
the school are represented.

3. Publicize the names of trained peers, thus encouraging informal contacts. \

4. Train a large number of peers in basic helping skills rather than training
select numbers in higher level skills. (p. 82)

In order to see the spectrum, one must have a prism. The school counselor

must learn to function as a conceptualizer or prism of socroerno/tional development.

This expertise should serve to focus the concerns of familiejs, teachers and other

school personnel (Eyde, 1980). Since the causes and effects of classroom disruption

ultimately ripple throughout the school and community, the counselor must direct

efforts to change the child and change the chiT's ecological niche by influencing
community attitudes and changing the knowledge and skills of parents, teachers, and

even the child's peers.
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COUNSELORS AS ASSESSORS OF SCHOOL DISRUPTION:

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

In the process of schooling, every student, including the disrupiive student,

influences and is influenced by a variety of social institutions gnd by interpersonal

and environmental subsystems, e.g., the classroom teacher, school staff, friends,

family and neighbors. Certain behaviors may seriously disrupt one system or sub-

system but cause only a minor disturbance in another. Some disruptive behaviors

such as stealing or assault may cross settings and systems, e.g., from school, to

juvenile court or from school to home and neighborhood. Systems may have different

levels of tolerance for disruptions as well as different labels for deviance or dis-

equilibrium within the system. Since the disturbing behavior must be perceived and

labeled as disturbing by someone,-system members develop operational definitions or

listings of what constitutes disruption. Each socializing system, then, operates

within a framework of critical incidents which vary from system to system. Conse-

quently, systems may react differently to the same behavior. For example, punching

a friend at the kitchen table elicits a quite different iesponse'from hitting.a stranger

in theschool cafeteria. Repeatedly hitting a classmate in the cafeteria or: hitting an

adult lunch aide may result in a critical incidenf that leads to identification
(labtling) and to referral to the- school counselor or other system-designated
personnel.

Acting-out behaviors and age-inappropriate behaviors in general are viewed as
A

critical incidents by school systems. heowever, individual schools have their own

particular decision-trees for evaluating incidents as critical. Individual classroom

teachers display different ranges of tolerance from class to class, from rimming to

afternoon, and often from day to day. A teacher's tolerance level is affected by a

variety of factors including his/her attitude toward and knowledge of behavioral
differences and variations among learners. Once a critical incident has occurred in

any of the-socializing systemsschool, home or communitysome system evaluator,,,

often the school counselor, is asked to assess the student and/or situation to deter:-

mine the seriousness of the disturbance. If the disturbance is not solely within the

child but in the child's 'transactions with an environment, then the, counselor must

assess thsonvironment simultaneously.
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Bardon et al. (1976) sugqest a similar approach of psychosituational classroom

intervention based on Berso4\and Grieger's (1971) psychosituational assessment

technique. This is "the analysis behavior and the delineation of the immediate

antecedents and consequent conditions that evoke, reinforce, and perpetuate that

behavior....the indrvidual is assessed as he interacts and is affected by the environ-
,

mint" (Bersoff & Grieger, 1971, p. 486). Fisher's (1973) contextual approach, like

Bersoff and Grieger's and Kuriloff's (1973), proposes assessment of experiences

within a given context, setting or environment.

The-ecological perspective of these authors sees the counselor or other helping

professional as evaluating the child's problematic behavior within its environmental

context in order to more closely link "assessment with successful intervention.

Developmeny of management plan's within the actual learning environment, while

time consuming, permits cOunselors to fulfill their role responsibilities as mental

health consulitints and cis teachers, allowing counseling outcomes to be process

oriented rather than produdt oriented.

An ecological assessment and Intervention approach; however, rests heavily-
upon 'the counselor's obseflational and behavioral sampling skills. The systematic

observations of classroom behavior required for decision making are not as fully

'described in the counseling literature as is the philosophy. A counselor assessing a

disruptive child must first decide what kinds of observations are to be made and what

somplingftechniques are to be used. Are counselors to observe against a predeter-

mined frame of reference or to create their own descriptors for categories of disrup.-

five behaviors? Are the observations to occur during some prespecified time frame

and with one or more students? Are counselors only to observe and retrospectively

rate the behavior on an informal or standardized scaled instrument? Is more than

one person going to observe in order, to increase interrater reliability of what has ,

been observed? For observation to be systematic, some plan of sampling as well as

some observational strategy must be determined in advance.

Carroll (1974), for example, has suggested that the learner's environment and

the learner's behavior must 'be sampled or assessed according to the following cate-

gories if the disrupted iransaction is to be accurately identified.

I. Learning Environment Samples
Facility analysis
Personnel analysis
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Learning demand process (input, response, reinforcement)
Task analysis
Curriculum analysis
Climate analysis
Time analysis
Group analysis
Data arialysis
Resource analysis

2. Learner's Behavior Samples
Academic status analysis
Avoidance analysis
Personnel analysis
Situational analysis
Time use analysis (131). 4-9)

Learning environment observations must take into account information

concerning all important aspects of the facility's physical space, including the

private, shared and social spaces used for instructional activities. Information must

be gathered about the availability of personnel including -class size, ,teacher-student

ratio, presence of aides and support personnel in the class, and school environment.

The demands of the learning tasks themselves, including the nature of input modes,

response modes and reinforcement patterns, must be observed and examined. The

learning task itself must be analyzed in terms of the main skill and the subskills
involved in performance of the task. The content, materials, format and delivery

characteristics of the curriculum must be identified. Classroom climate factors

including the teacher's leadership style (democratic, persuasive or authoritarian), the

balance of group and individual activities, interpersonal sensitivity, and interpersonal

and intrapersonal spcioemotional growth are important dimensions of the learner's

response capability. The way, a child typically approaches a learning task and

performs the task, the people used or avoided, and the preferred location for learning

should be observed also. The total situation of the learner including antecedents and

consequences of learning responses, their use, learning rhythm and the length of time

spent on specific tasks are in the inventory of the learner's characteristics.

Some of the environmental characteristics and learner's responses may be

observed singularly or continuously; they may be conducted by time designation,

random sampling, or duration recording (e.g., "off task total 5 minutes out of 15

minutes"). Other samples and oibservations may be obtained from formal tests, work
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samples, cumulative folders and from interviews with the teacher, parents, class-

mates or other school personnel. The point is that the assessment thould proceed

using a systematic plan for observations and samplings., Just responding to a

teacher's request "to drop by and have a look at Jim" is not a strategy sufficient to

assure that assessment will be linked to successful management for Jim's chronic

disruptiveness.

While an ecological assessment provides informatioriy about the various systems,

,contextyal considerations of disruptive behavior and formulation of concepts are

more appropriate.aativities. A'functional assessment o ispecific classroom behaviors

is also useful- and sometimes less time consuming. Violators of classroom order

operate on the environment with certain behaviors. The context ofo target behavior

such as hitting is analyzed by observing, recording and evaluating information about

events occurring just prior to (antecedents)/ and immediately following

(consequences) the behavior. A "change plan" is developed based on these observa-

tions. The change plan is based generally on some sort of count of the initial fre-

quency `-Of the target behavior, and on counts /Of the behOvior after rearranging

antecedents, consequences, or both, depending on the nature of the problem.

Kanfer and Saslow (1965) suggest several oreas of observational assessment to

consider for a functional analysis of behavior:

I. An analysis of the problem situation, including specification of the target
behavior.

2. identification of antecedents and consequences of the target behavior.
Antecedents to behavior include the social and physical settings in which
the behavior occurs, the behaviors of others in that setting, and the
student's own reported thoughts and feelings within the setting.
Consequences are events which follow the behavior.

3. Appraisal of the individual's strengths and weaknesses since a' studentray
have no alternative but to act in a certain way because of behavioral
deficits. Identification of strengths and assets aids in delineating compe-
tencies and in producing suggestions for increasing certain needed skills.

4. An analysis of social relationships,- which includes consideration of social
networks and identifies the persons who are disturbed by the student's
behavior. One goal of some change plans is to reconstruct the social net-
work itself to broaden tolerance for "deviant" behavior. The child's valuing
of social. relaiionships and their meaningfulness is important also in
evaluating existing behavior problems.
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,
5. A motiv tional analysis, which consists Of information about the persons,

events, ctivities, or obiects which are reinforcing to the student. Motiva-
tional analysis shoUld focus on intervention goals, as well as on future
expectations and rewards of the individual student.

6. An evaluation of the St:06W and physical environment and of the expectations
lincluding cultural expectations) of others is important in shaping
behaviors. Social roles for certain students tend to be negatively stereo-
typed. Consideration of, the larger environment is needed to distinguish
adaptive from non-adaptive behaviors and to help teachers decide whether
to change the environment, the student's behavior, or both.

7. A developmental .analysis,, which involves identification of the historical
origins of problem behaviors and of the circumstances surrounding their
manifestation, furthers understanding as well.

Ecological and functional assessments of disruptive transactions rely, on

systematic observational skills and both represent assessment strategies closely

linked to intervention decision making. An ecological view is focused somewhat

more generally on, the interrelationship among systems, while a functional approach

tends to concentrate on the child's specific behaviors as they operate within the
ecological system. In either case, in order to counsel behavioral change, the
counselor first must learn how to look at behavior, preferably in the actual context

of disruption and relate these observations to direct intervention strategies.
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COUNSELORS AS EDUCATORS

Regardiess of the student's developmental level, classroom placement, or
specific displays of problematic behaviors, counselors as educators can affect
teaching/learning transactions along three c6mplementary dimensions: curriculum,

management, and motivation (Towns, 19R1). Counselors may suggest or actually

modify the curriculum content of the classroom through changes in the instruciiOnal

taiks. Counselors may teach the student or train the teacher in .alternative
techniquei for managing teacher/learner responses to instructional requests.

.Counselors may teach self-observation and social interaction skills, thereby altering

the motivational response patterns that teachers and students use to olitain rewards

from interacting with the learning environment. Finally, counselors Can increase

teacher/learner sensitivity to sociocultural differences. The instructional task,

structure, and reward make up the triangle of educational efforts (Hewett, 1968).

The counselor may select intervention strategies from any one or combination of

these aspects depending on the needs of the student, the needs of the teacher, and

the needs of the classroom or school.

CURRICULUM (TASK) MODIFICATIONS

Schools as socializing agents have as a goal the development of academ4

skills. However, there is a "hidden curriculum" that attempts to teach students thos

social behaviors, values and attitudes identified as important by the community

(Cartledge & Milburn, 1978). Little time is spent in mo-st classrooms on directly

teaching.those skills subsumed by the "hidden curriculum." If a student fails to learn

such skills incidentally on his own, then the counselor often is expected to provide a

remedy for the student and the learning environment. WhIle some school systems

have taken a proactive posture to teaching all students how to survive successfully in

a complex world, te most common approach is a remedial one. Affective education,

career education and, to a lesser extent, leisure education represent counselor-
generated curriculum modifications that are effective instructional strategies with

the chronically disruptive student. The following sections on affective, career and

leisure education will review briefly the contours and content of these curricular

strategies.
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AFFECTIVE EDUCATION

, There was a child went forth every day,
and the first object he looked upon

\ and received with wonder, Pity, love
r dread, that object h&became, -
d that object became part of him for the

day, or a certain part of the day or for
many years, or stretching cycles of Yeats.

Walt Whitman

Whether it is planned or not, children are educated effectively., Very often

chronically disruptive children have "looked upon" a succelsion of "dreadfull" school-

related ciEcumstances.. What they become or what becomes port of them rhay be an

unfortunate collection of disturbing behavflors. The challenge for caunselors and

educators is to make learning a rewarding, enriching experience that encourages the

enhancement of the students' self-esteem.

Learning has been divided by Bloom, Krathwohl, and Masia *(l964) into the,

cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains. The cognitive domain, which includes
,

reasoning abilities, and the psychomotor domain, which encompasses movement

activities, are enhanced in the public school setting. School districts publish

curricula defining cognitive and 'psychomotor goals to be achieved during each school

year. However, they miss educating an essential part of the learner, the part that

cries for recognition.
Borton (1969) recognized that every school has in its educational bjectives two

statements, "one for real and one for show." The first,' "the real one " talks about

academic matters. "The other discusses the humane purpose of the schoolvalues,

feelings, personal growth, the full and hai'wy life. It sis included because everyone

knows that it is important, and that it ought to be central to the life of the school.

But it is only for show" (p. 56).
When children enter the classroom they are asked not to continue to "wonder,

pity or love," but instead to conform, choose, recognize, reason, and rein in their

impulses. They are asked to surrender their sense of individuality and to become

members of a class where they .are required to learn as the teacher teaches. lf

4"
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children fail cit this, they begin a "stretching cycle" of failures that follow them
throughanut their school careers.

TCachers and counselors must seek to combine the learning of facts with the..

enhancement of the self and the love of learning, Silberman (1970) feels that schools

can be interested in the feelings Df the learner while educating the cognitive part of

him or her. "They can be genuinely concerned with gaiety and joy and individual

'growth and fulfillment without sacrificing concern for intellectual discipline and
development" (p. 208).

Learning About Feelings. Certain affective education programs have goals of

pogitive mental 'health and are rooted in the tradition ofhumanistic education. John

pewey (1916). described, schools as "embryonic communities" designed to build
Societies that were "more lovely and harmonious" (p,. 15). Education's, goal wgs

personal emotional growth that would, in turn, foster the improvement of society as

a whole.

Manning (1971) offers a more modern testimony to this philosophy in a current

curriculum text:
A

This child is a' precious thing. Try to know him well. Bring him
into your classroom as a loved and esteemed member of, the
group. l'espect him far Abet he is and guide him to discover what
he can do best. Help, him to grow in wisdom and,skill. Show him
that he has within him a capacity for greatness. Give him the will
to touch the stars. Protecthim, and cherish him, and help him to
become his finest-self:3p. 3)

There are several programs that see these sentiments as worthy of a separate

curriculum, a "feelings class." Others reflect Manning's philosophy by encouraging

certain healthy ways of relating and specific strategies for teaching.

Besell's 0973) feelings class employs the vehicle. of the "magic circle" or circle

discussion to encourage grade school children to become aware of their feelings,
thoughts and behaviors. A theory manual offers daily discussion guides, evaluation

scales and a rationale for the circle itself. Leaders are encouraged to participate in

the training inservices. The lessons begirk with recognition of worm or good feelings

and are non-threatening in nature. 'Ae "circle" concept teaches listening and
speaking skills 9nd acceptable group behavior.
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Simon (1972) states that in a society that'is growing inore;,.complex, people are
4.

less clear about their values. In the activities provided by this program, students are

encouraged to look dt moral dilemmas frequently facing them and to systematically

arrive at solutions. The leaders are encouraged to remain' non-ju 1 grnental but to

facilitate a respect for others' opinions. While students are in oduced to the

complexities. of decision making in modern life, they also view the selves as more
,

responsibleoelf-motivated, self-assured.and independent.

Glasser (1969) encourages school personnel to recognize success, to provide

more opportunities for autonomous choices on the part of the students, and to relate

more humanely with the students. The feelings class in Glasser's work is.a daily class

meeting that is open-ended in nature: The teacher begins the discussion on topics of'

interest to the class and non-judgmentally elicits opinions and responses. The class

meeting can also take the forni of a self-management group Where the students take

responsibility lor solving problems that face the class.
There are numerous studies that have proven the effectiveness of these pro-

grams in enhancing self-esteem. Schools that have used them have seen reductions

in disciplinary referrals, vandalism and absenteeism. These documented study results

are helpful in encouraging school systems to institute affedtive education classes.

Counselors who are attempting to encourage open, positive relationships with groups

of students may wish to lead or co-lead these groups with the classroom teacher. In

this way the counselor may model therapeutic ways of relatingfor both students and

teachers.

Two other affective approaches concern how teachers relate to students.
Gordon (1975) explains how to listen, how to structure environments to avoid
conflict, how to negotiate and how to solve problems without anyone's losing.
Counselors can be especially helpful in alerting teachers to more productive methods

of relating to others. Freed (1971) introduces re use of transactional analysis,

where both children and adults can discover the roles they play, ways of effective

communication and the importance of giving "strokes" or positive reinforcement to

others. For this school of theorists, affective education is figuring out what it means

to be a human being and learning how to be a better one. Methods of communicating

with openness and warmth'ease problems of angry acting out.
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Feeling Good About Learning Through the Arts. The follawing examples of

innovative subject matter show that the affective domain and the cognitive domain

can be intertwined. When students are motivated to learn in a warm, trusting atmos-

, phere coupled with an intriguing curriculum, love of learning ensues.

Brown (1971) describes an inner city English class that was discussing the novel

The Red Badq# of Courage. The novel was being read to the class so that all

students could experience the book together in spite of differing academic levels.

After a section of the book was read, the discussion turned from plot and character

development to the class members' own feelings of fear and disillusionment. Their

experience of the novel became both cognitive and- affective: a recognition of

narrative sty:e and a sense of personal relevance to their lives. Brown's class went

on to act out scenes in the novel to make it more full); a part of them.

When students are encouraged to express themselves positively during the

school day, incidences of negative expression decrease. Jensen (1975) states that a

deviant act can be interpreted as an expression of the child's desire for recognition.

A creative actproducing a play, building a boatwriting poem, even figuring out a

co ikuter programcan serve instead as the expressive outlet for a potentially -

destructive child. Because of the nature of the creative arts it is not surprising that

innovative arts programs for troubled youths abound. Jensen explains that "the arts

DO things immediately and Combing responsible actions with productive work"

(p. 43).

An arts curriculum, like an exclusively affective curriculum, can help students

identify and exiiress emotions, learn about themselves, enhance peer relationships

and improve self-esteem. Youths may also acquire knowledge and skills that will

become part of them for a "stretching cycle of years."

One program, the Creative Rapid Learning Center in Austin, Texas, offers an

arts centered curriculum that also provides emphasis on reading and practical math

skills. Since 1°78, the Center has served more than 600 dropout and delinquent

youths. In spite of past truancy histories, 75% of the students have perfect attend-

ance records. The curriculum ,includes drama, dance, carpentry, computer training,

pottery, and gardening. Many students have shown improvements in reading, as much

as three 'grade levels in six months. The Center also sponsors a traveling theater

troupe that presents original works based on students' experiences.
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Another program, at the Juvenile Evaluation Cent r in Swannano4, North

Carolina, is a result of the ef orts of Fox Watson,.an rtist and musician. What
I

began as,_Iessons in guitar, violm and other string ins uments has developed into a
1

diverse arts program that includes creative writing, f lmmaking and shipbuilding./
G.A.M.E. (Growth through Art and Muse)Jrn Experience) is a

de1

linquency
.

k

evention program for Ne I /York City youths. The I 44 students from two
,

entary and two junior high schools re/ port to the G.A.M.E. center foi- two full
/ r

days a week for twelve weeks. Two half-d,iys are devoted to working on coilmmunica-

tion skills through poet?Iy and writing, filrnmaking, graphic arts and other 'activities.

The artist/educators/ spend an additional half-day training students become
/

teacher aides in the arts in order to /functiOn as helpers in their own schqols for the
/

rest of the. week. The other half-day is reserved for museum trips and visits to
artists' studios and with professional artists. The teachers at G.A.M.E.I claim that

, ---
the project increases reading and academic levels, encourages a better adjustment to

, I

the regular school setting,,heightens cultural awareness, and improves self-image.

Don't Break the Window (Eyde, in press) is an affective ,curriculurii developed

by teachers from the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute and the Millard Public Schools in

Omaha, Nebraska. Middle school and high school students,identified as behaviorally

disordered or emotionally disturbed, were taught a semester of artj poetry and
drama. The goal of the curriculum was to improve student self-esteem, to encourage

, !

appropriate emotional expression, and to provide the opportunity for the student to

view himself as an artist, poet or actor. The project, which was supported by Title

IV, ESEA funds, produced three curricula for use by teachers and counselors ,of the

emotionally disturbed.

The project staff reported improved self-concepe t, an increased ability to
I

recognize emotional states, and greater knowledge and skills in the three subject

areas. Students continued to view themselves as artists after leaving the\ hospital or

special education setting. Student graphic art has received awards in- local art

shows; students have entered and won' prizes in creative writing contests, and
student-produced plays have been performed. One former student who has,developed

her skills as a dramatic artist is now a member of a college acting troupe., Although

the project was designed for emotionally disturbed children, it can be used with

chronically disruptive children at all levels of functioning.
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These projects and many others reported by Pierce (1979) are produced by

concerned creative people who are looking for alternatives to the angry destruCtive

acts of the children with whom they work. Affective education and arts programs

cannot solve all of the problems of chronically disruptive youths. They can, however,

give young people tools to express themselves, help them see themselves as valuable,

,creative persors, and offer alternative ways to learn and achieve.

CAREER EDUCATION

Vocational guidance historically has been the responsibility of the school
counselor. Careey educatiOn has been a major counseling thrust for many kinds of

students for at least a decade. Career education-for disruptive students is only now

emerging as a curriculum concern. Current approaches tend to favor integration of

career education objectives for each student in each subject area within the overall

school curriculum. Consequently, the counselor has been freed to work directly with

the individual interests, skills, needs and personal goals of specific disruptii/e

students, especially Idolescents.

Preventive car,- education activities for the chronically disruptive are based

on the assumption tl\ai\current norm-violation behaviors will lead to more serious

offenses and more s(lriots \failures in socialization unless the student is helped to

identify a socially acceptable mode of earning a living and pursuing a career. Inter-.

ventions typically stress' career planning awareness, vocational training, and job skills

as ways to provide for the student's opportunity for successful adjustment (Sabatino

& Mouser, 1978a). Self-awareness and self-esteem are strengthened and future

forecasting of employability and economic success is improved in the process of

teaatting about goal setting, decision making, problem solving, and use of leisure

tirpe. Sabatino and Mouser (1978a) point out "the primary emphasis in career educa-

tion is on upgrading y.ouths' competencies and establishing near, mid and long term

career objectives" (p. 68).

Personal goal setting and Inventories of competencies are primary considera-

tions in career counseling for the disruPtive youngster. Questions such as "what's in

it for me?" are answered by exploring "what's out there?" Questions such as "How do

I get it?" are answered by exploring the kills, attitudes and values necessary for

successful work adjustment. Future forecasting influences current responses as
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much as, if not more than past experiences. Counselors heighten self-esteem by

focusing systematically on where students can go rather than on Where they have

been. Career education is really a curriculum pf future expectations instructing;ithe

students in the ways in which thee self can move in competence enhancing

directions. Obviously, these activities must be appropriately sequenced and based on

the developmental age/stage of the learner, but they are also baied on a' belief in

individual capacity for change, the orderliness of growth and adjustment sequences,

and the biological, psychological and sociolOgical continuity of ttuman development.

Sabatino and Mouser (I 978b) summarize career education for the chronically

disruptive by noting that "chronic disruptive norm-violating youth qre a relative
social concern; they are about as easy to identify early as they are to rehabilitate.

SOur success at both has beefi 52). Nelson and Kauffman (1977) conclude

that "the efficacy of any one of these approaches is far from forMally established"

(p. 109). Despite the lack of definitive answers to the programming needs of this

school population, certain career education program elements appear to have more

relevance than others. A program for chronically disruptive youths that includes

most of these components presumably has a better chance of success than one

including only a few of them. The program components that counselors should be

aware of, according to Wood and Kayser (1982), are as follows:

I. Voluntary appliaation by students and control of admission by program
staff;

2. Partial integration of students in the regular programs of the district;

3. Student involvement in setting personal goals for aCcomplishment;

4. Skills taught related to immediate daily life needs of students;

5. Individualized academic skill instruction;

6. Counseling/061Am solving sessions focused on current student problems;

7. Provision for reward and respOnse cost contingency on student
performance;

8. Planned vocational training, placement and follow-up;

9. Parental involvement;
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/

10. Cooperation with related community services. (pp. 12-13)

t

A career education program that includes the above components represents the

"state of the art" and a "best guess" strategy for socializing disruptive youths. The

programming needs of individuals are complex and model programs may not be trans-

planted, easily. Counselors may, nevertheless,,utilize Wood and Kayser's components

as curriculum principles to operationalize and individualize career education for

their students.

- LEISURE EDUCATION .

Tomorrow's children-in general will be faced with increased amounts of 1e-1W-re

time as the work week continues to be shortened. The underemployed and

unemployed will face even larger amounts of enforced leisure than their working

peers. Moreover, disruptive students have in the past been limited in their work

choices. Consequently, job satisfaction has,not been as 'high nor as 'meaningful.

Thus, life satisfaction which may be unavailable in a limited work situation could be

found in recreation and leisure activities if these skills were included in the total

educational program. In order to insure that a quality of life is equally available;

recreatiofi and leisure education mUst be equally accessible.

Kraus (1971) has noted that the purpose of leisure education is to bring about

certain desirable changes in terms of attitudes, skills and behavior. He has identified

at least five vehicles for providing leisure education in the public schools. These

approaches are as follows: (I) leisure education as a separate curriculum; (2) indivi-

dual classes which are designed to contribute directly to leisure competencies; (3)

co-curricular activities; (4) individual classes which contribute indirectly by focusing

on leisure issues; and (5) recreation practicums where yudents practice special

skills. The aim of leisure education is to bring about desired changes by adapting

and/or modifying learning experiences. These would take into account the :unique

, needs of the special learner by providing the student with the competencies
necessary for optimum participatión, which is as independent ana self-initiated as

possible, in normal recreational, leisure and cultural activities.
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Although the goals of leisure education are similar for all individuals, the types,

of activities are quantitatively and qualitatively different depending on the unique

needs of specific groups. Chronically disruptive students are functioning not merely
. .

at a lower level of leisure skills development, but also at a qualitatively different
level. Such students have a number of special learning needs which may be either a

-
sourc, e or result of their learning difficulties. Regardless of the origin of their

c

learning problems, the quality of their leisure skills deficits suggests that leisure
A

education should be an alternative or therapeutic curriculum. Tlie most 'common

instructional problems for this group centei around anxiety, affect, and impulse
control., .

Anxiety. While the origin and manifestations of anxiety differ, its effect must

be taken into account in adapting leisure education. Tlie success, of an activity

depends largely on the teacher's ability to recOgnize the various manifestations of an

anxious child and to structure the activities so as to reduce anxiety in the child and
ci

in the gr2up Situation (Cohen & LaVietes, 1966).

Strategic timing and pacing of acti'vities are important instructional concerns

.that can either increase the learner's anxiety.or effectively reduce it so the child is
fmore available for learning. Disturbed children often have distorted or vague per-

ceptions of time. Time limits and pressures often increase anxiety. Pacing and

balancing of activities such
/

as alteration betweerv solitary and group play, physical

and cognitive exercises, andssequencing of activities from the easily mastered to the

more difficult all help reduce tension.

In general, more of `the learners exhibit a rigidity in their behavioral

responses. They appear to lack a general flexibility in their approaches to learning

tasks or interpersonal relations. Whether this rigidity sterns from a defense against

their own internal chaos or reflects a need for control or is merely another

manifestation of anxiety is ot impottant for the educators. What is important is
that the teacher be aware rigidity and pay close attention to maintaining class-

room routines. The teacher should also anticipate increased tension during transition

. periods when students are moving from one activity to another and plan to smooth

out possible rough spots by helping students anticipate change. If major changes in

routines are expected, then the teacher should rehearse possible pvents with the

class. The leisure educator must keep a careful balance between the familiar and
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new and provide small, safe, sequenced opportunities for trying out new behavioral

l'esponses.

Management of sensory input' is an important consideration in the classroom.

Excessive sensory stimulation may increase anxiety. Since many children have

various problems with processing incoming information, care must be taken not to

overload them. Some children may rely on a single.sensory modality to the exclusion

of all others. In these cases, there is a need to de-emphasize the preferred modality

and gradually introduceiother modes of information processing. Spatial arrange-
_

ments in learning activities are also important. Some children are made anxious if

Ihey are not close to the teachers; others are anxious if they are too close to
teachers or membrers of fhe 'group. The teacher must be sensitive to each child's

perceived need for spacing himself in relationship to, others. In general, crowding

and clutter will increase classroom tension. Even ins' tructional materials can be a

source of-anxiety.

Lastly, the various methods used to control behavior will influence the anxiety,

level of the individual child and of the group. Appropriate and consistent limit

setting, early intervention in an inappropriate behavior sequence, a good balance

between safe, successful activities and more risky, challenging activities, and antici-

pation of potential problems are a few of the most successful methods for control of

behavior. Loss of ,control on the part of either a student or the staff will increase

the child's anxiety.

Affect. In working with emotionally disturbed adolescents, one is impressed

with their seemingly meager and undifferentiated repertoire of emotional

responses. Moreover, there is a pervasive reluctance to risk the self in novel
learning situations. The adolescent's willingness to risk-will increase proportionately

to his/her sense of safety and security in the learning,environment. Structure and

routine will reduce anxiety, while planned praise and reinforcement of certain
learning responses will increase the number of new tasks the youth will attempt.

Self-concept and self-esteem have become overworked terms in fhe field of educa-

tion. However, the emotionally disturbed adolescent generally exhibits limited self-

esteem. In many caseg).,the youth has neither the necessary-skills nor ,the oiSportuni.:

ties to aCcess recreational situations which would enhance his/her sense of mastery

and increase feelings of self-worth. Prescriptive leisure can promote development of
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the skilli necessary for success in various eas while utilizing the youth's present

strengths and interests. Leisure education ca be designed also to teach the youth

about a variety of emotions and to encourage stu ents to explore more differentiated

emotional responses through role playing, values cl rification and similar activities.

Impulse Control. Acting-out behavior probab represents the single greatest

difficulty in leisure classes. Experieneal histories an inappropriate reinforcement

contribute to the student& general problem of im se control. A number of
behavior management strategies are available to aid cont ol of responses. However,

the content and delivery of a leisure education curriculum an serve also to channel

and redirect aggressive behaviors while providing pew alternative responses to anger

and frustration. For example, biofeedback instruction has been used in limited ways

to sensitize the individual to aspects of self-control. There is some evidence that

the learning of certain aspects of biofeedback control will generalize to other areas

,of behavior. Relaxation-exercises are also useful in helping the student gain greater

mastery over the perceived stresses in his/her environment. If leisure instruction

can provide the student with an expanded repertoire of alternative behaviors, appro-

priate reinforcement for desired behaviors, and an increased understanding of inter-

personal transactions, then impulse control problems are greatly reduced.

In summary, leisure education can be said to represent a workable example of

an alternative, affective education. Leisure education contributes to the mental

health of all children and, in particular, meets many of The needs of the disruptive

learner. The leisure educator must be aware of problems of anxiety, affect and

impulse control and institute selective programming toa accommodate these

individual difficult ies.
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COUNSELORS AS EDUCATORS:

MANAGEMENT (RESPONSE) ALTERNATIVES

A well intended curriculum without appropriate management of the learne

efforts to learn never reachei the chronically disruptive child. Consequently, the

management of the teaching/learning milieu is 'as important as what is being

taught., Behavior' management occurs whenever teachers or counselors manipulate or

modify behaviors in relation to specific learning events so that students share equal

access to learning opportunities. It is most effective to decide in advance what
learning skills or behaviors disruptive students need to acquire and exhibit in order to

achieve a better match of demands and responses in the classroom arena. Behavior

management strategies then can be used to teach those necessary learning behaviors.

Too many educators confuse classroom management-or discipline with punish-

ment. Discipline teaches by helping a student progress toward increased self-
managemer\t, valve development, and organization of learning behaviors. Punish-

.

ment does not teach remedial, alternative, or developmentally more mature learning

behaviors be4ause it fails to specify what the student should be doing to learn. In

fact, punishment elicits such strong emotioraal currents in teacher and student that

new learning is nearly impossible.

Some educators confuse discipline and the management of the learning process

with gadgets, gimmicks and tricks of the trade. Gadgets and tricks cannot replace

thinking, observing, planning, loving, understanding and deciding about teaching

outcomes (Redl, 1966). Gimmicks will work for some teachers and for some students

in some situations. Systematic use of positive management strategies will work for a

majority of teachers a majority of the time.

This section describes positive Management approaches that are useful for

structuring and preserving classroom order. Enhancement of the match between

student and classroom demands, thorough observing of the goodness-of-fit between

student and environment and the student's,resUlting learning niche, and planning for

increased goodness-of-fit are at the heart of managing disruptive students.
Effective use of prevention strategies diminishes the opportunities for inappropriate

behavior, 'and effective use of problem solving techniques can correct or adjust
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classroom order and balance. Problem solving management involves decisions that

result in the development of behavioral change plans. Prevention strategies are

more anticipatory and future-oriented and seek to establish learning environments

that have a low-probability for generating misbehaviors. Instructional environments

and activities are designed to set up successful transactions. Problem solving, on the

other hand, involves problem description, prescriptions for change, and evaluation.

Much classroom conflict can be avoided and orderliness enhanced if the three

"R's" of prevention are observedroutine, rules and rewards (Eyde, 1982). Mis-

matches in instructional routines, inconsistent enforcement of class rules, or in-
appropriate or nonexistent rewdrds are sources of conflicts that can be anticipated

and avoided. The curriculum should be selected, sequenced, paced. and spaced to

provide periodic breaks between learner grid learning demands so as to allow time for

respite, repair and-reconit'rUction of deficient relations within and beyond the class-

room (Fink, 1977). Routines that prOvide rhythm., structure and predictability are

essential for students who lack the skills to organize learning responses.. Classroom

routines demarcate "stability zones" for distressed and disorganized learners.

Routines provide orderliness and structure movement from one learning activity...to

another. Rules establish the boundaries of acceptable behavior within those activi-

ties and identify the expectations of others in the environment.

When' rules are clear and reasonably specific, each one establishes a
contingency between a behavior and its consequence. Positive management includes

keep'ing rules to a minimum while enforcing each consistently and fairly. Rules

should mclude descriPtions of the expected aPpropriate behavior and of the coAse-

quences for violations in ways students can understand. Students themselves and.

counselors con be involved in developing Classroom rules but the leadership responsi-

bility belongs to the teacher. Rules shauld be reviewed periodically. If a student

violates a rule, he/she should be asked to restate the rule, describe the violation in

terms of misbehavior, and accept the pre-established consequences of the yiolation.

Rules set limits. Setting limits for particular students is similar but More indivi-
dualized and should be by prescriptive statements Mat clarify limits of acceptable .

behavior crd the consequences for appropriate and inappropriate acts.

Marir classroom strategists are confused and uncertain about rewards.
Rewards are viewed as bribes for behaviors which should be exhibited as a matter of
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course. The following guidelines may be helpful in deciding how, when and what

should be rewarded.

I. Reward behaviors you wish to be repeated; ,

2. Reward improvement;
3. Reward as soon as possible after the desired behav.ior;
4. Reward in ways that do not interfere with or disrupt learning;
5. Reward a response if it is a part of a desired new behavior;
6. Reward behavior- That is free of ambiguity (if you are unsure, don't reward);
7. When behavior is rewarded it should be accompanied by a specific descrip-

tion ot the behavior that earned the reward; and -

8. Do not reword an undesirable behavior.

In summary, preventive classroom management consists of carefully and

supportively organizing the learning environment so that students may succeed. Part

of that organization inc. ludes clear and consistent use of routines, rules and

rewards. The other part of management includes systematic observation and
problem solving of ongoing classroom disruption.

Available techniques for managing disruptive behavior range along a continuum

of internal versus external control or teacher centered versus student centered

(Wolfgang & Gluckman, 1980). If ihe student is disruptive but in control or his
behavior, intense external control is not the appropriate way to intervene. At the

first level, support techniques such as active listening and value clarification, non-

directive statements, reflective statements and discussion of behavior usually
suffice. On the next level, the teacher may supply -More control by confronting the

misbehavior and directly achieving some type of agreement concerning behavioral

change. The change is often prescribed in some form of contract or reward contin-

gency. The third, and most intense level of external control, directly influences the

desired direction of behavioral change. Behavioral modification techniques dre

commonly used. Physical intervention and forms of isolation also are sometimes

used. The student's developmental level and current capacity for self-control are the

criteria of selection, not the teacher's degree of comfort with the various
techniques. The following discussion exemplifies the level of control described by

Wolfgang & Gluckman (1980); techniques of behavioral analysis and mOdification

reflect the third level of control, contingency contracting reflects the second level,

and situational interviewing reflects the, first level. Examples of each of these
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techniques are included because each represents viable options for positive manage-

ment of classroom disruption given the needs of the student.

BEHAVIORAL ANAL\-ISIS MODIFICATION

Behaviors operate on environmen'ts and are strengthened, maintained or
extingurshed by the consequences that follow them (Ulknan & Krasner, 1965).
Behavioral deficits are modifiable and non-adaptive behaviors are manageable
because of the ongoing nature of environmental transactions. The key to behavioral

analysis lies in identifying and changing transactions by changing the consequences of

the operant behavior. Intervention is a matter of rearranging environmental events

through a change plan. Steps in deVeloping a change plan include the following:

I. Selection of a target behavior;
2. Observation of and recording data about the target_behavior;
3. DeVelopment of a modification strategy;
it. Implementation of the strategy;
5. Evaluotion of the change outcomes; Ond
6. Communicatior of results to the student and appropriate others.

Behaviors are usually problematic because they occur too frequently or too

infrequently or are inappropriate for the current environmental context. Objectives

of intervention often involve strengthening or increasing the frequency of
appropriate behaviors, weakening or eliminating inappropriate or unacceptable

responses, or teaching and shaping new alternative behaviors where needed.

A. r selecting target behaviors, teachers using a behavioral approach typically

analyze the context within which the behavior occurs. They observe and record

information about the events which occur just prior to (antecedents) and immediately

following (consequences) the behavior. Key elements of modification strategy are

the antecedents, the behavior itself and the consequences. Once the teacher has

observed and recorded information about these three, he/she develops a change

strategy. Behavior change strategies are based generally on a baseline count of the

initial frequency of the target behavior, and involve rearranging either antecedents

or consequences or both, depending on the nature of the problem behavior.

`.
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When the goal is to increase the frequency of a desired behmiior, positive
reinforcement slbkens or "grandma's 1 (you can have dessert after you eat tour
vegetables) which pair low frequenc)foviors with high probability behaviors n

be used. Reduction in disruptive behaviors can be achieved through reward proc

dures such as extraction (withdrawal of reinforcethent), time out from reinfor
ment, or reinforcement of alternative behaviors.. New behaviors can be ta
through procedures such cis modeling, demonstration, prompting,.cueing and shap

(rewarding small steps that approximate desired behaviors).

Contingency management is characteriZed by essentially the same procedures

as other forms of behavior managemeritappropriate behavior is reinforced or

rewarded. Reinforcement is contingent upon performance of specified behaviors.
Appropriate behaviors and resulting posrtive consequences are dearly described,
usually in the form of written contracts. A contract is an agreement between

teacher and student stating that if "this" happens, then "this" will follow. Contracts

formalize commitments by including: (1) who is involved, (2) what is to be done, (3)

the time frame for performing agreed.upon tasks, (4) consequences, particularly the

positive reinforcers (rewards) for completing specified tasks, and (5) signatures of all
involved parties.

Homme (1970) has done an,xcellent job'of delineating the steps, format and
typical content of contingency contracts, as well as anticipating potential trouble
spots. Langstaff and Voikmor (1974) also outline the basics of contingency
contracting in a well designed \self-instructional package which emphasizes that the

contract must be specific, fair to all parties, provide for reinforcement of behaviors

approximating desired outcomes, and reward behaviors only after they occur.
Contingency contracting is \\ a powerful management strategy which

incorporates student input becauie 'it 'requires that the teacher and student, jointly,

decide in advance desired outcomes and their consequences. As in other approaches',

contracting must be responsive to the develoOmental skill level of the student(s). A

seriously disturbed child, for example, may ha..e difficulty foreseing and predicting

contingencies. Consequently, contracts shoula\be used judiciously and adapted 'Cis

needed.
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COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURNG AND SELF-TALK TECHNIQUES

Two self-change techniques utilizing counseling strategies to improve the

goodness-of-fit of disruptive youngsters are cognitive restructuring (Schmidt, 1976)

and self-talk to enhance self-control of anxiety (Meichenbaurn, 1972). Cognitive

restructuring is any therapeutic technique that ensieavors to change self-thoughts in

order to alter responses so that transactions hove more positive outcomes (Schmidt,

1976). Socioemotional reactions are no longer elicited solely by the external stimuli

but are systematically mediated by the youngster's perception of the stimuli. This

system makes use of Ellis' (1962) rational-emotive therapy and the cognitive
behavioralist cproach. In th A-B-C paradigm of rational-emotive theory, an acti-

voting situation (A) triggers d belief (B) which takes the form of negative self-talk

that results in a consequence .(C) of negative feelings. The youngster teaches himself

to say distressing things to himself by constant pairing of the self-defeating thoughts

with resulting emotions. Restructuring the, situation through the substitution of
positive thoughts in relation to proactive directed behaviors reduces the felt
distress. . Cov self anagement techniques have shown positive results with

slowing- down t'i'mpulsive children (Meichenbaum & GoodmOh, 1971) and increasing

problem solving skills (Meichentlaum 8: Cameron, 1974).

Stress and anxiety can be influenced through self-talk as indicated by a series

of studies undertaken by Meichenbaum and Cameron (1974). In the training proce-

dure, the client is first educated about the nature of fearful and stressful reaction

(flight and fight responses) before rehearsing alternative coping behaviors, e.g.,
thought substitution and deep breathing for muscle relaxation. Finally the client is

given opportunities to practice new coping skills in sr(essful situations.

A number of strategies have been advanced for teaching self-control. Fagen,

Long and Stevens (1975) have developd a curriculum to teaCh the skills believed to be

related to self-control. The MARC project (Francesconi, 1982) developed a proce-

dure called START that utilizes self-talk to enhance control over feelings of fear and

frustration and to teach delay of gratification and inhibition of destructive
impulses. The START strateiles identify five steps in self-control:

Stop: Stop everything when you identify strong feelings.

Tell Yourself: Calm down.
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Ask:, What's 'going on and what's going to happen? Is this what I want to happen?

Relax.

Tell Yourself: Solve the problem.-

Self-control is the ability, to 'manage thinking and behavior especially under

stress. After the student has identified some strong feeling that might lea'd to a loss

of control, the student's next step is the self-instruction to STOP. Eventually, this

simple command will delay and inhibit automatic reflex actions; e.g., "I can feel
myself getting uptight and angry. I better get control of myself. ,The first thing to

do is say STOP. The second step is to tell myself to calm down so I can think about

the situation. Ask: what is going on here? what will I do and what will happen to

me as a result? e.g., John threw a pencil at me. I felt myself getting angry. I said

STOP. I to* myself to calm down. Then l asked what's going on. I am angry

because John threw a pencil at me. What is going to happen if I lose my temper and

hit John? I will get sent to the principal."

Remind yourself to relax since stress interferes with thinking about alternative

reactions; e.g., "relax, take a deep breath, move around a little to relax your
muscles, another deep breath, more, that's better." The final stepJpiettontroL
is to tell yourself: "solve the problem; what choices do I have and which best solves

this problem?"

Self-instruction and cognitive restructuring shift the focus of control and role

model for change to the disruptive student himself without abandoning

teacher/counselor -responsibility to teach skills which provide practice and nourish

healthy adjustment.

PHYSICAL MANAGEMENT AND PROSTHETIC ENVIRONMENTS

In managing aggressive, violent or potentially violent students, teachers and

counselors may need a working knowledge of factors that cause aggressive behaviors,

ways to prevent mismanagement, and ways to positively manage behavior including

positive physical management to avoid physical injury. /-
-

The physically and verbally aggressive behaviors displayed by students are

often aroused by anger, anxiety and isolation, or any combination of these feelings.
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Anger can occur when a student feels abused, feels a loss of competence or

independence, or has unfulfilled needs. A student also can feel abused physically or

psychologically when aggressive behaviors are directed at him. Loss of privacy and

personal freedom or a loss of a significant object or person are often sources of

angry feelipgs.

.Anger occurs when a student's 'Teal or perceived needs are not met. These

include physiological needs for food, clothing, and shelter; security needs for physical

and psychological safety; social needs for acceptance and opproval from significant

adults and important peers; status needs for self-worth and esteem; and self-fulfill-

ment needs for creativity and self-realization.

Fear or anxiety is another major cause of noncompliant acting-out behavior.

Students may be fearful of others' aggressive behavior or of losing their own self-

control. A fearful person may lose internal control and become aggressive to lessen

discomfort or attempt to physically escape the situation. Loneliness and sensory or

social isolation also con lead to aggressive behavior. In this case, aggression elicits

some personal attention and contact even though negative in form.

While it is not possible to prevent all aggressive 1:ehaviors, their incidence can

be reduced by eliminating the causative agents as much as possible. Therefore,

reduction of aggression results when there is a redirection of anger, fear and loneli-

ness.

Communication is essential to a prosthetic environment. It reduces loneliness

and helps the student ventilate feelings which, if kept bottled up, might come out in

aggressive form. Negative feelings are often discharged in the verY process of

ventilating them. Ventilation can be encouraged by the following types of
sentences: "John, is there something bothering you?"; "Mary, you seem upset"; "You

are angry"; or "It must be very upsetting not to have any lunch money."

There are several options for handling aggressive behavior. Some are

appropriate with some students some of the time. Exchanging the right information

through the use of physical proximity and signals can be extremely important.
Posture, stride, voice tone and tempo and other physical actions carry messages.

Some disorganized learners misunderstand non-verbal information and react inappro-

priately.
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Most people forget that waiting and listening can be apprppriate behaviors. It
is important ,at times to wait to find out what is bothering The student or how best to

intervene, Often doing nothing will stop a minor incident from escalating into a
major physical assault.

If a student grabs your arm, you must immediately assess the situation. If you

know the student well, you may determine that he will do you no harm and will let

go. The most important concern is not to escalate the conflict. A major obstacle

for most people.is that even with a student who is relatively non-threatening, they

feel that the student should let go,fairly soon. But "soon" may be different from the

student's point of view. The point to remember is that it is not always best to act

immediately.

If you do decide to act immediately, it may not be necessary to pull away, as

this may further escalate the conflict. Many people forget that.they can assert their

own rights, without violating those of others, by merely asking'him to let go. It is

useful to let the student know you empathize with him. You might say, "John, you

seem upset. I would like to talk to you about it." Always try to move an aggressive

student to another area. This often has the psychological effect, in itself, of calming

the person down. The change in perception in moving from a standing to a sitting

position also has a calming effect.

Bargaining, deception and retaliation are physical techniques that do not

work. Bargaining usually is not appropriate; as your students already have their

legitimate privileges, there is no way to bargain without breaking rules. Doing so

would have a negative long-term effect on thf. prosthetic environment. However, it

is quite appropriate to remind students that they can control their behaviors and that

if they do they will get the privileges already available from your prOgram. With-

drawing is an option, however, which shouid be used in conflicTiViere you cannot,

talk the student down immediately,, and there is physical danger. You need to get

assistance. Do not try to be a hero. Get help.

Deception, although one Of the most useful tactics for a street cOnfrontation,

is not an appropriate option for use by professionals. rien_a.student senses the

deception, he will become more angered. This could escalate the conflict
immediately, or the student might retaliate later. Diversion, a related method, is

sometimes very appropriate. Examples include diverting attention to something of

interest such as a game, television show, or conversation.
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The final option is fighting back. Never fight verbally with a student. Doing so

escalates the confrantation 'and may lead to an assauR. Physical fighting is not

appropriate, unless it is non iolent as self-defense or a necessary control when

nothing else will work. Phy 'cal management must be non-violent to protect the

student's rights and to lessen the chance of escalation. Painful techniaues tend to

increase anger and lead to injury.

Space and time are the critical concepts in providing classroom prosthetics to

disruptive students and avoiding physical management. Space as it is used here

refers to the psychological distance that a teacher/counselor maintains from the

student. Time use or psychological timing of the demands can be therapeutic or can

cause conflicts. Physical distance is an aspect of space_but "crowding" in classrooms

in most cases js psychological.

,Students with constricted comfort zones are distressed when no alternatives

are available or are available at -the wrong time. Crowding occurs when a power

struggle creates a no-win situa the student. The threat "you get started on

your work right now or you will not go n break" is based on authoritarian control of

space and time (Towns, 1981). The self enhances feelings of competence by

increaSingly controlling space and time, i.e., the coordinates of adts or responses.

Counseling strategies for the disruptive must serve to create time/space prosthetics

in order to increase the learner's organizatidn level and the learner's control oVer his

own learning acts.

Initially, these organizing principles must be supplied externally and in an

extreme form with physical management and behavioral modification. The

therapeutic way to expand the learner's comfort zone is to encourage internalization

of organizing acts through contracts, situatiol interviews, cognitive restructuring

and slf-instruc-tional strategies.
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'COUNSELORS AS EDUCATORS:

MOTIVATIONAL (REWARD) ALTERNATWES

Curriculum changes and management systems cire meaningful only if they are

associated with motivational. components. The purpase of-motivational s'trategies for

the chronicaily disruptive is "to establish consistent 'positive reinforcement contin-

gent upon detired behavior and to make the process o education relevant, rewarding

and at times just 'fun' for the student" (Towns, 1981, p. 64). Because of faulty con-

ting'encies or faulty perceptions of contingencies, disruptive learners have not
learned to value customary social reinforcers. Other learners will act in socially
appropriate ways because they have associated praise and attention with desirable/
social transactions. The chronically disruptive must acquire the acills surrounding

social problem so ing and apply these understandings to social interchanges in a

normative and age ppropriate, manner. Videotherapy and bibliotherapy are two

remedial strategies that appear to be motivators for disruptive students and to
provide remedial information about the self in a non-threatening fashion. The

youngster's social awareness and skills are altered through media presentation of

limited role playing, natural and simulated interpersonal activities, and theme
stories.

...) Videoteaching (Eyde, 1982) is a series of techniques for changing the way

students act by videotaping their behaviors and al lowiing them to watch and, in some
..

cases, manipulate the taped sequence. The videotaps show the student the self to

be changed, and the teacher/counselor, together with the student in some cases,

\describes way, s to alter behavior.

VIDEOTHERAPY

Videotherapy, introduced by Greelis and aarman (1980), is a persuasive.

teacher. The child is the ultimate learning esource acting as his/her own role

model, monitoring the impact of behavix on thers and hopefully increasing self-

conk& of behavior. Videoteaching can be used for emotional re-education through

remedial information about the self and for increased social awareness of problem
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behaviors. This type of teaching is based on two fundamental principles in the

psychology of learning: (I) there are certain things best taught through imitation

learning rather than trial and error methods; (2) there are certain concepts best

taught through modeling of the behavior. Many of the sociarcontacts that disruptive

students have difficulty with, e.g., taking the role of others, body language, and

messages of aggression or retreat, are best taught with models. Videoteaching aids

in focusing and objectifying disturbing behavior and in helping students identify,

understand and change the ways they act.

'In a videoteaqhing approach, the youngster functions as his/her own role model

observing and evaluating the outcomes of behavioral transactions. The medium is

the message 9f behavior conveying information .about what-behavior means in a

social context. Role models are readily- available in .a natural and spontaneous

fashion and the outcomes of behavior are readily perceived. Remedial information is

easily applied as behavior is neutralized and reviewed. The student's attention is
focused directly without a high emotional chtfig images move across the screen.

Videoteaching, then, is an instructional approach or aching strategy to facilitate

the growth of personal competence.

Most teachers and parents would agree that special youngsters lack personal

competence in one or more areas, yet typical special instruction tends to be largely a

matter of academic.competence. The important skills of getting along in the world

are too often neglected. Personal competencemay-need to be taught directly,

especially to distressed students.

Behaviorally impaired students usually have difficulties in the areas of self-

identity, relationships, and control over self and its impact on the environment.
Consequently, the understanding and practice of "(earnings' in personal competence

should lead to increases in self-Identity and improvementS in relating and control.

Many of these youngsters haVe a poor self-concept, which means really that

they have a poorly developed sense of selfhood. The self is an open-ended social

productwe tend to see ourselves as others see us, but we can alter these beliefs

about the self according to current socialexperiences. Videoteaching represents the

dynamics of the self acting in and on a social environment. A clear sense of self may

be difficult to visualize if past social relations have been confused or chaotic.
Systematic video representation, then, gives youngsters remedial social information

about the self that theoretically should enhance identity.
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7he self arises from social interactions, "I interact, therefore I am." Relation-

ships provide the affective bridges to connect the youngster with the social milieu.

A sense of.connectedness is prescribed by social roles as well as the grow,th goals of

the ,self. Children and adolescents must gain clear understandings of who they are

and how they relate to strangers, acquaintances, friends, parents, teachers and the

larger coMmunity. Lastly, each self must obtain a sense of impact control, compe-

tence and, eventually, mastery in relation to environmental events.

The teacher/counselor must systematically develop understanding, provide

practice, and nurture the ebilities that make up personal competence if education is

to be, in fact, preicriptively remedial. The teacher must facilitate the impaired

student's understanding of how the body communicate's to others since 65% of the

meanings of everyday social messages are nonverbal. Communication, then, consists

of bell visual and vocal messages. Appearance, including clothing, physical size and

general demeanor, influences the meaning of a message. Facial expression, move-

ments and gestures, the positioning of the body in space, overall movement patterns

including the amount of movement, and environmental factors such as location, all

contribute to meaning. Paralinguistic items such as,voice quality, loudness, expres-

siveness, approprfateness of affect an articulatjon are also important message

carriers.

It i possible and perhaps even preferable to provide the youngster with

practice in social linguistios. Most of the important transactions in our daily lives

involve o4bing social contracts that are negotiated and renegotiated through
dynamic communication transactions. Distressed students lack personal competence

because they have failed to acquire understanding of the subtleties involved in social

cantracting, or because they fail to value the consequences of successful

interactions.

There are a number of ways videoteaching provides practice in.personal compe-

tency skills. Instant replay of behavior is perhaps one of the most Common
approaches. Stop action shows'a behavior sequence "at is getting the self in jrouble

with a teacher or classmates, such as crowding another student's work space or

failing to establish eye contact with the teâther as he or she talks. Simultaneous

self-observation is used to increase awareness of the self,. how it act on the
environment, how a person looks, for example, when "fooling around" 'in a
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noodirected faihion. Edited positive reinforcement is a little Tore difficult. jt
consists of taping a youngster's behavior, editing out the undesired acts, and leaving

only positive and prosocial behavior. The tape can also be made of a peer who is

clearly receiving rewards for appropriate behavior.

The teacher/counselor can discuss behavior with youngsters, identify some

desired changes, and retape to build a repertoire of prosocial behaviorsan
especially useful technique for youngsters who have difficuities taking responsibility

for personal behavior. Role simulation is used as youngsters make their own tapes,

dramatizing appropriate behaviors, particularly group interactions. Role playing and

behavioral rehearial provide a student with opportunities to practice the new skills.

Behavioral change must be systemati _alb* nurtured in a student. The

teacher/counselor must gain the student's attention, develop a relationship, establish

a need to change a nonproductive behavior, enable the student to gain satisfaction

with the outcomes of changed behaviors, provide visualizations of:outcomes, and

support behavioral change.

BIBLIOTHERAPY

Bibliotherapy is a series of strategies for guiding reading that helps individuals

gain understandings of the self and environment, learn from others, or find solutions

to problems. It consists of three processes between readers and literature: identifi-

cation, catharsis and insight. Identification begins with on affiliation between a

reader and a character (or situation) in ç story. This identification may expand one's

view of self or reduce one's sense of being different frorn others. Catharsis takes

place when readers share and vicariously experience motivations and conflicts pre-

sented in literature. Readers often realize their identification and thus gain insight

into motives of their own behaviors. Insight oc urs when redders see themselves in

the behaviors described in the reading material Schrank & Engels, 1981).

Effectiveness 21BibUotl_:2tera Schran and Engels (1 981) reviewed biblio-

therapy research in an attempt to discover its u °fulness for counselors. They found

that although bibliotherapy if effective across all levels, it is more effective for

addressing some needs or problems than others.

b.
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Bibliotherapy is not an effective tool for facilitating aca l emic achievement or

for enhancemenf of self-concepts in the chronically disruptive s:udent.. On the other

hand, it is overwhelmingly seffective in bringing about attitude changes, such as

majority group feelings toward minorities and children's attitudes toward slow

learners. It appears also -to be effective in promoting assertiveness, self-

development and therapeutic progress.

Schrank and Engels acknowledge that counselors should be aware that positive

recommendations of,the value cif bibliotherapy exceed available documentation of its

usefulness. "Bibliotherapy is an emerging discipline. Little has been substantiated
,

about how, why or when it works" (p. 143). Counselors are encouraged to try this

approach and conduct their own research into its effectiveness with specific dikbili-

ties.

Bibliotherapy Techniques. Certain requisites are necessary for the biiblio-

therupy process to work effectively. There must be at least' two persons, the counse-

lor and the client. Whoever wishes to read may do so from a book pre-selected by

the counselor. Reading time averages about thirty minutes; another half hour is

spent in discussion and writing. Reading should occur every day until the book is

,finished. The counselor must have a knowledge of the written materials being used,

the developmental level of the student (if used in a group situation) or the psycho-
,

logical, physical and emotional status of the student (if used individually). The

counseling relationship must be firmly established sc.) that the reading becomes the

focus of comenunication (Tsimpoukis, 1968).

Once this relationship is established and the counselor knows the particular

problems of the student, a book must be selected which will capture his/her interest

while focusing on specific problems to enhaoce the piocess of identification. The

Bookfinders (American Guidance Service, Circle Pines, MN 55014) is an invaluable

aid in choosing books for bibliotherapy.. it describes over 1,000 children's books

according to more than 450 topics of concern to children and young adolescents. It is

essential that the counselor pre-read the entire baok and ask these questions:I.

\

I . Is the author dealing with significant human problems of relevance to. the
intended audience?

2. Is there sufficient character development with enough co plexity so the
presentation is believable and engaging? Is there enough complex inter-
relationship with other motivated, true-to-life characters?
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3. Can the author 'transport the reader to another time and place, broadening
the horizon, stimulating the imagirrtion, deepening andonriching under-1
standing of his/her world and of fellow men?

4. Is the situatio6 complex enough so that at least some of the following
merit discussion? \

Are there enough conditions given so parts of problems or challenges
., can be discriminated from main problems or tYpes of problems?

Are enough facts and conditions given so ch ldren could formulate
creative hypotheses that might be of help to t e character? Is there
definition of character arising from the surroupding environment?
Is the situation of enough significance so tha,t underlying principles
of human relationslps or life- might be abstracted;, i.e., is the
material challenging enough for the most ad(ianced ledrner and yet
still appealing for even the least mature lean'ier?

/
5. Does the writer know his/her craft to the extent that the writing is a

. model? For example, does the writing show: ygical ond believable plot
development, vivid effects with savored languase, artistic use of descrip-
tion, figurative language, sound patterns, ialogue, wit or humor,
emotional tone, and the harmonious unity or coherence of all of these

,
eleMents?

6. Does the book gain something by being read aloud and shared?

7. Can an unfinished episode be lifted from the book so that the listeners can
provide alternative ways of proceeding or continuing the development of
the problem sivation in the.story? In other words, by pausing in the story,
are there open-ended opportunities for aftive interpretation and creative
decision making by pupils?

8. Can I as counselor get personally enthusjiastic about this book?

Upon completion of the daily reciding, Ihe counselor should be prepared to ask

those questions which enable students to experience vicariously the conflicts
presented that day cind thus stimulate the process of catharsis. To obtain informa-

tion on facts and conditions, the counselor might ask:

What happened to the character?
Who eIse.,as there?
How do yo think he/she feels?

For clarification:
What would you call it?
What do you mean?
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F"or cause cild effect:
But why?
Why did he do that? .

For multiple causes:
What else might have contributed to or caused this to happen?

For empathy and transfer:
Would you do it?
Has anything like this happened to anyone you know or to you?
What if you put yourself in Mama's place?

...

For alternatives:
What could be done to Change this situation?
How would you have handled it?
What difference would that make?

For principles, values, attitudes:
What do you think the story is trying to show?
How would you summarize?
How could you use this idea some place else?

Daily written reaction reports are designed to reinforce the reader's identifica-

tion with characters and situations and thus have them gain insight into motives for

their own behavior. This last step in the bk liotherapy process is critically important
..

to its effectiveness with chronically disruptive children and youths who are often

able to find excuses but not motives for their actions. The counselor may wish to

give students an inst:uctian sheet to provide necessary structure in writing their

reports; for example:

I. You will be listening to part of a book every day in class. Something that
happens in the book may kick up some thoughts and feelings about yourself
you can write about.

2. You may remember some experiences of your own that were similar to
something that happened in the book. You may write about these
experiences.

3. You may come to class some days feeling sad or happy or ticked off about
something. Write what caused this feeling and what you did about it or
plan to do about it.

4. I will be reading your reports every day and writing comments on them.
You may not agree with my comments, or my comments even may make
you mad. Defend yourself by reacting to these comments.
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5. If I have misunderstood what you were saying in previous report, write a
report to straighten me out. Don't leave me thinOng the wrong way.

6. IF YOU HIT A DAY WHERE YOU DRAW ,OMPLETE BLANK AS TO
WHAT TO WRITE, CALL FOR HELP AND T E GROUP AND I WILL HELP
YOU COME UP WITH AN IDEA.

7. YOU MUST WRITE SOMETHING EVERY/6AY IN CLAS. WATCH THAT
CLASS TIME DOESN'T RUN OUT ON YOU BEFORE YOU GET
SOMETHING DOWN! MI!

Bibliotherapy is a counseling technique which guides the reader-thri-
fication, catharsis and insight. Research has s6owrritio be an-effective counseling

tool for the chronically disruptive student whose problems are the development of

assertiveness, attitude change and self-development. It is efficient and economical

for the counselor and for the student because it complements traditional patterns of

counseling with a minimum of counselor time.

REMEDIATION READING FAILURES

/In 1962, UNESCO defined literacy as beingable to interact with one's environ-

ment so as to make a significant and meaningful contribution to its continued

growth, change and development. No wonder parents are suing schools for

graduating their illiterate children (if they haven't already dropped out or been

kicked out of school). The Problem stems from when, how and why reading is taught.

When? Ross (1976) suggests that beginning reading instruction at an arbitrarily

selected age or grade does great injustice to many children. The only possibl- justi-

fication for reading instruction is the utility of possessing reading skills. No oia has

shown that between the ages of four and ten, children can better meet the responsi-

bilities of childhood because they con read. The pressure on them to learn to read

does not relate at all to what is expected of them in childhood but rather to expecta-

tions for the adolescent and the adult. No research has ever shown that early

reading iristruction results in a higher ultimate level of skill. Being "ready" to read is

not absolute and can be regarded in relative terms. What would it take in teacher

effort and teacher-student ratio to teach children to read at various -ages? .Sorne

smart four-year-olds, with an excellent teacher gn a one-to-one basis, can learn' to
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reod but at a much slower rate than if we waited two or three years. Children

forced, because of their ages, into premature reading instruction are prime condi-

dates for remedial instruction, lowered self-esteem, popr attitudes toward school and

H literacy.

How? There is nothing magic about teaching reaAg. The Cuban experiment

(Kozo!, 1980) of the late 60's in which children were dispatched to the countryside to

wipe out illiteracy (and accomplished the feat in nine months) attests to that. The

training of the children took one week and included instruction in three areas: (I)
the use of a Coleman lantern; (2) egalitarian behavior (sharing the work, food and

floors with the host families); and (3) the use of generative words. These words were

meaningful to the learners and could be broken down into syllables *a make other

words. For example, Tijolo means "brick" and by breaking the word into syllaliles

using different vowels, other generative words can be made.

TA TE TI TO TU

JA JE JI JO JU

LA LE LI LO LU

Among the possibilities from this group are "luta" (struggle), "loja" (store), and "tela"

(screen).

While English does not lend itself to this reconstruction, the principle of using

words meaningful to the learner is powerful. Words that excite and motivate are

power, police, hunger, poverty, fever, grief, love, lust, longing, lease, license, fear,

infection, doctor, danger, fire, desire, progress, and pain.

And yet in America today, thirty years after Rudolph Flesch published Why

Can't Johnny Read?, the battle between the phonics method and the look-say method

continues to rage in school board meetings. This, despite the fact that most children

learn to read in spite of a method and in spite of the teacher. Unfortunately, schools

are still the principal source of the idea that literacy is equated with intelligence. If

that were true, we reading teachers iwould be the smartest people around. The

outrage is that we treat poor readers and non-readers as if tRey were stupid.

In point of fact, a distinction can be made between improper literacy and
proper literacy for those of us who can "read." O'Neil (1970) defines improper
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literacy as being able to read words across a page, getting generally what is super-

ficially there. Being properly literate means you can bring your knowledge and your

experience to bear on what passes before you. He contends that schools destroy a

child's proper literacy when they teach reading as if it were another language, not as

if it were a highly abstract representation of a language they already know well.

Intuitive connections are erased. And so is knowledge. The child reviews only the

surface qf knowledge in geography's names, capitols and products; in science's

taxonomy, and in history's linear succession of dates and events. If the number of

illiterates were to include those of us improper literates who are deluded by the

veneer of control we have been granted, the total would be staggering.

Why? The purposes for teaching reading are fuzzy even to reading teachers.

Postman (1970) asked reading teachers "What is reading good for?" and got three

unsatisfactory answers. The first group said that the ability to read helped children

succeed in school. But that,.he writes, is only a description of the rules of the school

game and says nothing about the purpose of the rules.

A seCond group maintained that reading skill is a precondition to success

because, unless one can read weH, one"is denied access to gainful and meaningful

employment. The political questn he raises is whether or not one's childhood
education ought to be concerned with one's future employment. Purposes other than

vocational training might be strongly argued when one considers that the second

leading cause of death among adolescents is suicide, or that more people are hospi-

talized for mental illness than all other illnesses combined, or that one out of every

22 murders is committed by a pareni against his child, or that the alcohol/drug abuse

and dropout rate is ballooning. So much for vocational purposes.

The third group of reading teachers answered that the purpose of reading is "to

open the student's mind to the wonders and riches of the written word, to give him

access to great fiction and poetry, to permit him to function as an informed citizen,

to have him experience the sheer pleasure of reading." Postman responds that this Is

a satisfactory answer but almost entirely untrue. It is true only to the extent that in

our society, one cannot be easil9 governed unless one can read forms, regulations,

notice's, catalogues and road signs. If you cannot read, you Can't be an obedient

citizen or an enthusiastic consumer interested in all the products necessary for you

to buy.
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Thus, the purpose of reading appears to be political. It is interesting to note

that in 1969 James- Allen of the Department of Education pledged to stamp out
illiteracy in the United States in ten years. Our government pumped $180 million

into the Right to Read program with no noticeable effec.t. In fact, very few jobs

require more than a fifth grade reading level which scarcely justifies the-massive,

compulsory, unrelenting reading programs that characterize most schools. There are

more people standing in unemployment lines today who4 are literate than illiterate'

because literacy does not guarantee that you will get or keep a job. It does not mean

you will survive better, live longer, stay healthier or be happy.

In America, the printed word no longer has the power to induce cataclysmic

change (as it does in the newly literate Cuba) (Postman, 1970). Schools are turning

our youth off by continuing to promote the idea that literacy is the richest source of

aesthetic experience despite the fact that kids are spending over a billion dollars a

year on records and tapes, Pac-Man, and movies. Schools are opting for political and

social stasis as they insist on reading as a keystone of education.

How Can We Get Them to Read? The main source of wisdom is not to be found

in the library, which carefully excludes the most interesing books, but in the
electric plug. The most devastating, mistake a teacher can make with illiterate

adolescents is to hand them books. Use instead what they know and are comfortable

with: videocassettes, tape recorders, moviels, television, records. Design packaged

programs using the new technology and allow them to choose when and what they

will learn. This, of course, will eliminate bureaucratic hierarchies because everyone

will have equal access to al Linformation; teachers will learn along with the students

and even have time to help them with more emotionally wrenching problems. The

mystery will be taken from reading as the barricades betwer teacher and students

disappear.

Counselors and teachers may be asking themselves if this means reading should

not be taught. No, but it does mean an opposition to premature reading instruction,

to labeling poor readers or non-readers as stupid, or labeling what they know as less

important than what we know, to teaching reading to anyne who doesn't want to

learn, and to teaching reading for the wrong reasons. It also means support for each

American learning to read to "extend his cont:!ol over his own life and environment

and allow him to continu,? to live rationally in words wiliihis life and decisions"

(O'Neil, 1970, p. 263).
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COUNSELING CULTURALLY DIFFERENT STUDENTS

It could be said that all chronically disruptive students are the same regardless

of race, creed or color. This, however, is not the case. Even within the same race or

culture, behavioral pathologies tend to be more heterogeneous. It is quite unlikely

'hat two children with the same diagnosed disorder will present symptoms in a
similar fashion. Differences in behavioral patterns are more pronounced when dis-

cussing minority cultures, particularly black children..

We have already seen a trend of misdiagnosing blacks in the psychiatric setting

(Lewis, Balla, 1 5hanak, 1979; Lewis, Shanak, Cohen, Kligfeld, & Frisone, 1980).

.These studies Live demonstrated the discrepancies that exist between sending a

white youth to a psychiatric hospital for treatment and sending a black youth to the

court system for puniihment.

The purpose of this chapter is not to point out racism or biases. Yet, it would

be'difficult to discuss alternative educational and counseling strategies without first

indicating the sips in diagnoses. Educational plans and counseling techniques hinge

on diagnoses, if they are to be effective. Current findings suggest that minority

children, blacks in particular, may develop different language patterns and learning

styles (Cooper, 1981; Nelson, 1981). If black and white children develop different

language styles then we would also be looking at different ways of assimilating

knowledge. To take it a step further, alternative educational strategies and
counseling techniques will have to be considered. Solomon (1972) found that minority

and disavantaged students even show creativity in ways different from those of the
,

majority population and, consequently, go unrecognized. Another area that could be
,

discussed here is attitudinal disparities that exist between white teachers and
counselors and their racially different students. The literbture abounds with such

findings (Archibald & Chemers, 1974; Barnes, 1977; Peretti & Swenson, 1975; Perez,

1980; Rajpal, 1972; Swick, 1974; Washingtont 1979). However, attitudes will not.be

directly dealt with in this chapter.

The following presentation will discuss issues surrounding the controversy and

confusion about how to deal with the chronically disruptive black student. It is

important to note that this does not imply definitive "answers," bui more productive
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ways of dealing With these youths. Another point to be made here is that this is not

en indictment of racism against the majority culture. The nurpose is to provoke
-

thought about being more open to accepting alternative methods when dealing with

this population. It seems logical that dealing with a culturally different population

requires different strategies if we are tp derive positive outcomes.

DEVELOPMENT,OF COGNITIVE STYLES

Prior to a discussion of the varipus counseling and educational strategies that

may be effective for this population, it is important to understand the contrasts that

exist between black and white students, parficularly how problemsAeve1op and how

they can be remediated. Development theories by Piaget, Erickson, Freud, Maslow,

and others mention, little about the impact of culture on the developing individual,

and even less aboutthe development of cognitive styles.

Perhaps the fundamental modality for assessing learning style is language. It is

language children seek to use proactively in their environments. Nelson (1981).

discusses how children's, language may develop 'differently not only because of

cultural differences but cilr because of a general linguistic division betwen black

and white language development. Nelson points to types of language styles. One is

referential which is generally used by the white, middle-class population. This group

is taught objects (nouns) with some verbs, proper names, and adjectives. The focus

here is on learning objects and their use. The second style is called expressive,

where the vocabulary focuses on social routines, with more use of pronouns. Nelson

calls the referential style nominal and the expressive style pronominal. It was found

that blacks and other Minorities fall within the expressive category.

Nelson elaborates that the mother's use of language may be as important for

the child's language pattern acquisition as the kind of language. If this is true, there

are direct implkations for cultural influence. In a similar theoretical approach,

Cooper (1981) suggests that the black learner possesses a holistic cognitive style,

while the white learner has an analytical learning preference. Holistic learners tend

to relate with the environment and use concrete imaging to express themselves,

whereas analytical learners are not usually distracted by social concerns and tend to

be more task-oriented. In Kagan's (1965) categories of reflective and impulsive

cognitive styles for primary children learning to read, the reflective learner coin-
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cides with Cooper's analytical and Nelson's referenlial learners, who are
predominantly white middle-class students.

Witkin (1950) has identified what he calls .1.4.sitesrattultatositrit
learners. Field independence indicates the ability to perceive specific objects within

a perpetual pattern as discrete entities. Field dep. encience describes a perception

process in which the stimulus effects of specific aspects of a perceptual pattern are

overwhelmed by the stimulus effects of the general or total pattern. Again, it can

be pointed out that the field independent learner is congruousWith the white student

and the field 'dependent learner with the black student. Table I provides an_overall

illustration of these differences. Almanza and Mosley (1980) discuss the issue of

curriculum adoption and modification to take thdse diverse learning styles into
account. For example, the black student is more active then the white student, and

the curriculum should accordingly break down teaching segments into shorter
periods. Exceptional minority students, moreover, possess information relationally

and will learn more quickly if relational cues are used, e.g., size, shape and length of

letters in the learning of words.

Table I

Cognitive Stylec!r- ...K1 Environmental Influence

Black Learning Style

Holistic
Gestalt
Expressive
Deductive
Field Dependent
Impulsive

White Learning Style

Analytic
Referential
Scientific
Inductive
Field Independent
Reflective
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I. Provides child with ways of
dealing with peers.
2. Uses social cues.
3. Words used to engage other's
interest.

White Parenting Style of Teaching

I. Provides child with single words.
2. Uses referential cues.
3. Wor:ds related to objects-in-the
environment.

(Michael L. Riley)



These findings highlight the problems that beset the culturally different stu-
dent. The American educational system directly correlates with the analytical,
referential and field independent learner, who is usually white. The implications

here are profound. What happens to the blaCk learner whose cognitjve style is in

direct conflict with the public school system? There appears to be an overrepre-
.

sentation of black students in special education programs, with the exception of

classes for the learning disabled.

If the clash between learning and teaching styles has a heavy impact on the

normally developing black youth, one can imagine how it may totally impair the
exceptional black student. The techniques described in Tci.ble 2 illustrate how inno-

vative and even radical methods may be used to help remediate and/or ameliorate

aggressive and hostile feelings held ly this population.

THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR AS AN INTERVENER

The school counselor is perhaps the primary source that can be utilized in
helping school systems with chronically disruptive black students. UnfortunatelY,

however, confusion exists about the counselor's role; e.g., counselors often assume

administrative duties and have little time for counseling. Meanwhile, black students

are suspended from school at twice the rate of white students, and for every two

black students thbt graduate from high school, one drops out. These figures indicate

that the counselor's role has to be clarified and that alternative and innovative
methods must be implemented immediately.

In order to effect change, the 'first necessity is to understand the cultural
realities of the black child. Afro-American cultJral dimensions must be incorporated

into the helping p.rocess if we are to provide a positive impact (Cross, 1974; Lee,

1982; Toldson & Pasteur, 1976). Understanding the black culture is to know that

great emphasis is placed on peer dynamics and group cohesiveness, and that black

students' identity depends on how the group sees them. This can be exploited in a

productive way with group counseling for black students, although of course it is not

a new phenomenon. It can also be used effectively to help develop positive black

self-identity, interpersonal relationships, positive attitudes toward academic
achievement, and career goal setting (Lee, 1982). It should be noted here that there

is no specific group counseling technique that should be adhered to, but in light of

the black experience, a more holistic and expressive 'technique will tend to be more

effective.
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COUNSELOR FUNCTION

Table 2
THE COUNSELOR AND THE BLACK STUDENT

STUDENT 'DEVELpPMDTT FACILITATOR

IMPLEHENTATION

Personal-Social Growth

Facilitating the development
Positive Black self-identity

of Conduct self-awareness groups emphasizing self-
appreciation th-ough culturel heritage:

se cultural specific curriculum materials.and
aesthetic d&ensions to cultivate self-pride from
a Black per pective in group interactions.

Explore the arure and tmportance of positive inter-

personal r ationships in growth groups:
Incorpo ate traditional Afro-American notions of
communi y into group interactions to develop
eree*-interpersonalyespect, particularly between

yowl Black men and women.

Conduc1t social behavior guidance groups:

Fa ilitate collective explorations of pragmatic
strategies for enhancing behavioral repertoires for
optimal school success while maintaining alturally
learned response scyles.

Facilitating the development of
positive Interpersonal elacions
and responsible behav'or

Academic Achievement

Facilitating the development of
positive attitudes toward
academic achievement

racilitating the development of
f'academic skills anil competercies

Career Development

Facilitating the vocational choice
and career development proceba

Adapted from Lee. 1962;

Conduct motivation groups:
Develop group guidance activities focusing on
inherent Black potential which incorporate

,historioal and contemporary references to the educa-
tional experiences of influenp.al Afro-Americans.

Conduct guidance vorl4ops in the following areas:

(1) Academic planning .0*

(2) Study skills and time management

(3) Testviseness
(4) Remediation

Develop relevant guidance and training experience
related to the world of work:

(1) Conduct information forums on non-stereotyped

jobs and careers.

(2) Sponsor "Career Days" and invite Black career

role modals to explain their perceptions and
experiences in the world of work.

(3) Develop internship and co-op experiences with
Black businesses and professionals,

(4) Conduct workshops on the mechanics of the
world of worki.e., how to look for, apply
and interview for t job.

(5) Conduct workshops on the rules of work--i.e.,
proper attire, behavior and attitude in the

work setting.

(6) Conduct workshop: on survival issues--i.e.,
money and its management, tax concerns. social

security, ett.
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INNOVATIVE INTERVENTION APPROACHES

Clearly traditional methods of counseling do not work for black youths
(Mayfield, 1972) because of the antithesis between learning styles: intellectual,
abstthct ond analYtic vs. affective, expressive and holistic, Toldson and Pasteur

(1976) have outlined three areas to consider if intervention is to be efficacious. The

first component is black affirmation. This means that blacks must accept their

African ancestry and uniqueness as a culture, not necessarily as a race. The

centuries-old belief that.black ?neons inferior and contemptible must be reversed if

black youths are to have healthier attitudes about theMselves. The second co

net-11.1s educational _practiCes. If a black child is t`o exper'ience success in e school

setting ,. learning experiences need to be based on more affective cu cula. Reading,

for example, could be taught expressively and holisticallyy with music and, direct

applications to life experiences. Moreover, blacks,are basicctlly a communal or

cooperative group, and this stands in direGt conflict with the emphasis in most
schools on competition and individualism. The third and last compotent is

therapeutic practices. This encompasses the maximal use of expressivel mo-des

inherent In the black experience. Again, the use of group counseling techni ues and

psychodrama may be effective, or any group strategy that focuses on evaluat ng If

esteem and group esteem.

Cross (1974) has reported on successful intervention with delinquent blak

females in a group home setting. She pointed out that because most group homes for

this population were geare5I toward white adolescents, recidigism -was- quite high.

Counseling approaches were often analytic 'and abstract, with aJimited affective

orientation. Another problem was the lack of black staff members to help bridge

communication gaps with 4ite counselors.

Crass also outlined three components necessary for change. The first, again, is

acceptance of being black. This does not mean just clothes, hairstyles and music, but

the whole life experience of being raied in the black cUlture. A true block identity
tends to provide strength and encouragement. The second component is to eradicate

feelings of inudequacy, especially the assumptions of sickness and deviance. In the

group home punitive discipline was not used. There were strong expectations to act

appropriately and equally strong encouragement to express feelings freely so that

inappropriate acting ot,t would become unnecessary. The third component suggested
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by Cross is.understanding the expressive mIchan:sm in black culture. Strong ecrlo-

flans and aggression result from years of frustration with the demands of ghetto

survival. Counselors must remain mindful of this and help find ways for construcfive

expression of anger.

Other dimensions covered in the literature are Black English and its impact on

self -imcge (Davis & Armstrong, 1981) and a social studies curriculum that discusses

racial attitudes 4-g white children, distorted text books, acid the role of the teacher

(Joyce,.1969). Banks (1976) illustrates the powerlessness eIt by black children that

could be eradicated through teacher training. Negative teacher attitudes, subtle or

k),ert and sometimes unconscious, alienate black students and require a reformation

in teacher education. Finally, Greeson (1980) suggests an evaluation of scholarly

writing on the black experience according to three dimensions: philosophical,

political and pelagogical. Table 3 describes the various components to be assessed

within eacti dimension.

The movement toward change is clear and substantial, 130 it be some time

before we can see wide-scale change in attitudes, and institutional actices. With
more research to test the efficacy of these innovative nppro*aches btain
the "proof" that often serves as an impetus to change. One of the more promising

ureas may be the development of neuropsychology, where brain functions and hemi-

spherical preferences are assessed. The outcomes could be quite rewarding because

the emphasis is on the brain ui.d information processing which, by their nature, seem

free of racial and cultural bias.
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Table 3
A SUGGESTED CHECKLIST FOR THE EVALUATION OF SCHOLARSHIP

ON THE BLACK EXPERIENCE AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY

Dimension Relevarit Questions to be Asked by Reviewer

Philosophical I. -Is the writer making cerain metaphysical
(tindemonstrable) assumptions about! the universe, reality,
etc., which conflict with Black Reality?

2. Are certain invidious 'Comparisons of man (as concept)
being espoused?

3. Is an ethnocentric categorical ethic being imposed on the
Black Person or community?

4. Are any universal Black (human) values being violated?

Political I. Is the material "shot through" with polemics?
2. Is the writer trying to tell Blacks how they must proceed

in reaching their goals?
. 3. Are Black Power eftorts being subsumed under some

inconsequential, ubiquitous notion of universality?
4. Does the material hint of "polite racism" or paternalism

which will fai! the test of confrontation?

e+clagogica I I. Are the behavioral/learning objectives structured in terms
which are true to both sound psycho-educational principles
and crucial intra-ethnic power needs?

2. Are the behavioral or interventional efforts geared toward
imparting- concrete; usable skills or information at all
conceptual levels?

3. Do the proposed programs benefit the child more than the
interventionist?

Adapted from Greeson, 1980.
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PREVENTIVE AND ANTICIPATOROUNSELING STRATEGIES

It is evident that unmet mental health needs are pervasive within disrupted
school settings. It is evident o!§,p that counseling strategies must become more

proactive and preventive rather than reactive and crisis-oriented (Rimel, 1979). In.

the past, three major types of preventive programs for the chronically disruptive had

been ideritified:,, programs desif,ned to reduce the probability of recidivism through

involving multidisciplinary personnel; projects aimed at early educational interven-
tion with students who have the potentiatfor disruptive ana/or delinquent behavior;

and programs aimed at change in the social milieu of the high-risk younaster through
changes in community.

More recently, prevention counseling has meant direct investment in bringing

out changes_ln_teachers, parents and pupil -personnel -through teacher discussion

groups, parent study 'groups and counseling groups to establish guidance procedures

for classrooms (Dinkmeyer, 1973). Counseling approaches designed primaril)% to

prevent rather than directly treat individual disruptive behaviors include mental
health consultatioh;psychological education, developmental group counseling, stress

management and anticipatory counseling. Each of these preyention strategies will be
/discussed in more detail in the following sections.

MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTATION

The purpose of mental health consultation is to help educators and parents deal

more effectively with disruptive students rather than just getting rid of them. The

emphasis in consultation according to Birlin (1967) is to help teachers develop insight

and understanding of the disruption, to increase their objectivity or abilities to
"objectify" disruption, and to provide alternative.methods for dealfng with classroom

problems. Additionally, consultation should relieve teacher anxieties and defuse the

high emotional charge that surrounds the problem. According to Stickney (1968) the

consultant ,aollects, analyzes and redyces the mass of data to manageable explana-
tions id offers explicit recommendations regarding the helping actions to be taken,

including identification of other school or community services needed to *Solve the
problem.
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A case consultation model with the classroom teacher as case finder is the
most common approach to prevention identified in the 'professional literature
(Simonds, 1973). Robins (1974) observed that selection of a specific child for evalua-
tion based on teacher reports of behavioral difficulties is usually calledprevention;

selection on the basis of a referral for help is called treatment. Action iplans that

include classroom obserkfations, conferences with principals and feachers, curricular

and classroom management suggestions, home visits and liaison with other
commuhity agencies typifY the 'consultative role.

Other approaches suggest systems level problem solving involving remedial

efforts aimed at those attributes of schools that precipitate deviant behavior. Some

of the school practices that may becorrected through consultation include: (1) an

Overreliance on punitive methods of control; (2) a rnisrncitch 'between the reading

level of students and instructional materials; (3) aggressive behavior on the part of
the teacher; (4) the use of cathartic activities to release aggression; and (5) the
misuse of behavior management procedures (Mayer & Butterworth, 1981).

Systematic consultation relative to these factors in the school leads to empirically

verified reductions in school vandalism and student disiuption (Mayer & DItterworth,

1979, 1981). The preventive strategies in the' Mayer and Butterworth (1981) projects

emphasized: (1) high-interest academic material appropriate to,. the student's
developmental level; (2) positive recognition for progress in working oh and
completing assignments; (3) reduction in the use of 'punishment; (4) appropriate and

timely use of various learning principles; (5) behavior management Procedures; and ,

(6) proper training of counselors and school psychologists in behavioral consultation I\

skills. Prevention through mental health consultation aimed at rernediating or
eliminating the conttibutory factors is a viable but underutilized option.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION

Nearly a decade ago, Ivey and Alschuler (1973) persuasively suggested in a

special issue on psychological education that counselors could "no longer afford the

luxury of treating individuals or small groups while ignoring the 'sick' institutions
that produce the symptoms." Counselors must take some 'responsibility for
preventing these illnesses by "restructuring the learning process, interpersonal and

intergroup relationships and schools so that there will be more healthy human beings
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and fewer casualties" (p. 591). The counselor as "psychological educator" assumes

the metagoal of teaching individuals intentionality (Ivey, 1969). Intentionality,
according to Ivey, involves the capacity to anticipate alternative experiences (future

expectancies and god setting), choo$4= among them.(value clarification), and attain

desired gods (competence enhancement through goal-directed behaviors). The basic

strategies that characterize psychologicd education irrespective of curriculum
content are the assumptions that (I) it is more effective to promote tong term inter-

nalization than short term satisfaction; (2) it is more effective to teach psychosocial

skills, including moral reasoning, sequentially from an age/stage developmental
framework; (3) it is more effective to systematically but eclectically organize
several.counseling procedures rather than rely on a single approach, such as behavior

therapy, Gestalt therapy, or affective education; (4) it is more humane to "treat" the

school along with..the child (Ivey & Alschuler, 1973). Psychological techniques may

be infused into ongoing academic areas or a special course may be taught. Lastly,

the helping skills of counselors must be demystified, demonstrated and shared
(Carkhuff, 1971). Problem solving, decision making and valuing must be taught

within the school's "hidden curriculum" of socialization.

The mental health components of this approach that are particularly related to

the prevention of school disruption include an emphasis on intrapersonal

development, interpersonal perceptions that enrich and expand the self, extra-
personal perceptions of the individual and group in' relation to society, and the skills

to cOpe with, contribute to or change societal situations (Vicary, 1979). The tactics

of psychological education, then, should be employed to help all students identify and

internalize personal goals and ideas and to use this information about the self to

increase current and futut e adjustment. In many respects, modern career education

and affective training programs inherited the legacy of psychological edusation.
However, the precepts appear to be almost in suspension in current schooling

practices as schools come under accountability attackS and retreat to something
-

called "basics." The counselcr then must remind schools of the true goals of basic

educationto appropriately and sensitively socialize young human beings through

education, not in spite of education.
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DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP COUNSELING

', Group counseling has been shown to be both efficient and effective when
common problems among groups of students are identifiable and resolution of those

problems can be facilitated by the group process (Mura. & Freeman, 1969). Group

counseling techniques are well suited for psychological education of students who

feel different from age mates and students who lack adaptive social skills. Group

counselhg provides a more nearly real life situation in which to work through actual

and anticipated conflicts. Unlike one-to-one counseling, new social !earnings are

encouraged through natural social contexts and evaluative feeaback from peers is

immediate. Chronically disruptive students need to get outside of themselves to

become more other-directed and less centered on their own distress. The group

process aids in objectifying behavior. A certain amount of objectivity is necessary to

accommodate social transactions. A group, if properly guided, provides opportunities

for all students to explore their own ideas and actions, share them and integrate the

reactions of others.

School counseling groups can help children renegotiate, if needed, the various

stages of socioemotional growth in a sequential, developmental manner. Social

support as well as learning opportunities for the developmental tasks of identity,
relating and control (competen.ce) can be afforded a larger number of pupils than the

traditional one-to-one counseling.

Group pikesses. can be utilized for students who are already experiencing
difficulties or for students merely at risk for school difficulties. Generally, a

balancing of problems and non-problems makes groups easier, to guide and provides a

number of role models. If the_ group is made up of only disruptive students, then

little opportunity exists for increasing social adaptiveness. The group size should

depend upon the age and maturity of the children involved. Younger children benefit

from interaction with groups of four to six children. Older children may be in gfroups

of six to e!ight members. The group size should be determined in part by (I) the
opportunities afforded each member to participate as much or as little as desired;.(2)

the ability of the counselor to be aware of and deal effectively with the interactions;

and (3) the developmental needs of the group (Dimick & Huff, 1974). If the group

focus is on developmental and/or common situdtional crises of daily living then a

once-a-week "class" type of structure is appropriate: If the focus is on intense skill

building then more meetings will be required.
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The developmental sequence of psychosocial adjustment and attachment is

fairly well known and described in the professional literature. The use of group

processes to re-mediate failed tasks, to consolidate growth, or to clarify the

experiences needed to facilitate ongoing development is somewhat neglected in

preventive work with school-aged children.

STRESS MANAGEMENT AND ANTICIPATORY COUNSELING

The transition paints (along the socialization continuum are sources of stress for

students, teachers and ultimately the school system. In general, teachers are held

accountable for classroom disruption, an awesome responsibility, when one considers

the myriad of factors that influence classroom ecology. The fight or flight responses

to stressors affect students cis well. Se lye (1974Ydefined human stress as "the non-

specific response of the body to any demand made upott it" (p. 14). Forcers,

pressures or threats that produce the feelings of tension or strain were identified by

Se lye as "stressors"; when confronted with a stressor, the body responds with an

*alarm reaction and mobilized body systems "fight or flee." After the alarm reaction,

certain' mind/body systems move into a resistance state and finally succumb to

fatigue or an exhaustion state. If the body stays in a state of perpetual protective

readiness, physical and emotional symptoms appear. Some stress is necessary i.or

growth but the secret of healthy stress is achieving the match between

environmenta.1 demands and the individual's current, unique response capabilities.

One person's stress may be another's challenge. Some forms of stress give the

process of teaching and learning its spice and zest; others wear teachers and students

down and out.

Stress reactions may be predominantly physical such as headaches, stomach-

aches and chest pains, but generally stress reactions are interactive and accompanied

by disruptions in Thinking sand social relationships as well. Each personality has

different needs for certainty, complexity, and timing and pacing of environmental

demands. If an individual's stress respOnse capabilities are highly developed/dd the

quality and quantity of stressors in the environment are low, then the problem

solving self adapts. If stressors are high and adaptive response repertoires are low,

then the self may be overwhelmed and unable to adjust. Figure I shows how the
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environmental demands of school and hbme and the individual response options act

together, resulting in adaptation or in mind/body exhaustion and distress. The mis-
_

match of demand-tasks and individual response skills results in physical,

psychological and social symptoms of stress (Eyde & bickenson, 1982).

Much has been written about symptoms -of adult stress manifested in teaching

'oro.counseling behaviors (see Leffingwell, 1979, on teacher stress and Warmath &

Shelton, 1976, on counselor stress). Very litfie has been written cn identification and

management of stress in school-aged children. Events that stress students vary

greatly with respect to intensity, duration", pr----;Cli-clity, complexity, frequency and

the-degree of resultant disorganization in the learning responses.

Significant changes in the youngster's primory social and emotional support

systems, as well as changes within 'the child's own psychological system tend to be
..

predictors of distress (Eyde, 1980). For eprnple, the prolonged absence of a parent,
,

diVorce or separation, change in the parent's health, change of responsibility in the

family, addition or loss of a sibling, changes in income, even family vacations can be

stressful to children, even those with adaptive resources. Changes in su ort such as

a loss of a friend, death o a pet, change of teacher or school are stressor . Psycho-

logical sources of stress inc ude illness, injury, puberty, physical growth oo little or
too much). Changes in the school system, school difficulties or successes, and

,

trouble with fellow students are stressful to youngsters. Many students live in daily

terror of other students or certain teachers. Being younger, smaller, poorer, or less

accepted influences students more than the system acknowledges. Being afraid of

the proverbial darkness of human relations is too often minimized by adults, leaving..
the youngsters to cope as best as they can with the foolish and unfounded fears that

surround growing up.

Counselors can anticipate certain childhood stressors and help groups or

individual children identify "stability zones" at home and school and teach alterna-

tive coping devices to increase stress resistiveness. The changing and increasingly

complex demands of growing up in a stressed, Type A society require that counselors

provide anticipatory stress management strategies (Klingman,_1978). ,Goal 'setting,

cognitive restructuring and rescripting, appropriate exercise and relaxation'training

are but ti few of the stress management strategies currently in vogue.
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Since deep muscle relaxation is an excellent technique for counselors to add to
.

their bag of tricks, it is described in detail. The theory of progressive relaxation

(Jacobsen, 1938) is based on the recognition that the body's,response to anxiety and

chropic stress is frequently deep muscle tension. When deep muscle tension is sys-

tematically reduced, a mind/body condition results that is incompatible with the

usual physiological response of stress. Deep muscle relaxation takes several weeks osf

practice before significant results are realized; however, it is not a difficult
technique for students to master. The individual or group instructions for deep

musclesrelemation are as follows:

Begin with one muscle group at a time creating tension for about 8-10 seconds

in each area followed by 30-40 seconds of relaxation before moving on to the next

muscle. ,Give yourself commands ta tense and then relax the muscle groups in the

follO*ing,sequence:

Forehead - raise eyebrows high
Eyes - squint tight
Jaw - clench teeth pulling jaw downward
Back of neck - push chin down on chest
Shoulders - press back against chair or floor
Upper arm - tense the "popeye" muscle
Lower arm - clench fist tightly
Upper torso - tighteq,rib cage
Lower torso tighten buttock muscles
Upper leg - lift feet slightly off floor
Lower leg - point toes toward ceiling with heel on floor
Feet - curl toes

It is important that during the tension phase, attention is given to the sensation

of the tenseness and tightness. During the relaxation phase, totally relax muscles. It

is helpful to think of words that connote a reloxed state, such as calm, peaceful,

serene, etc. Both the tension and relaxation phases are important for successful

completion of the exercise.
Don't be overly concerned with whether you are "doing it right." You will

develop a style that feels comfortable to you. Just keep in mind the objective; to
tense and relax each muscle group alternately, allowing time to experience each

phase and each separate state.

As you practice the exercise, you may find at completion you feel a little
diso-riented indicating that you are reaching a deeper state of relaxation. Sit quietly

for a few moments and you will re-orient. The total exercise should take 45-20

minutes and should be done daily.
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A POSTSCR1PT:' IMPLICATIONS FOR PRESERVICE AND INSERVICE TRAINING,

Chronically disruptive ',students are particularly dis)Tessed by their lack of

reading skills (Kolers, 1972) and their problems with verbal communication
(Graubard, 1969). it seems self-evident that counselorpreparatiOn should emphasize

more skill training in the identification and recommendation of remediation of these

problem areas. There are other areas of reservice emphasis that are not so

obvious. Counselors quite naturally expect to cb hat they have been prepared to do

within the school system that employs them. Counetrs at the elementary level
expect to work more problem solving with teachers and p'?frents. Counselors at the

secondary level expect to work "more 'directly with maturing Student& problem

seeking as, they prepare for adulthood in the larger society. Instead of the warm,

supportive, empathic, interpersonal responsibilities prescribed in pre-service training,

the counselor finds himself/herself functioning as a mere enforcer of administrative

policies and as a scamoat for classroom disruption. Role confusion is rampant

among working counselors' and role conflicts are becoming more stressful. Perhaps

the more significant gapils in preservice, as well as needed inservice, experiences are
te,

(t) failure to appreciate the need for ethnographic-like observational skills in order

to function as a asychoecologist; (2) failure to appreciate organizational dynamics in

terms of systems theory including management of human and nonhuman resources,
;-

administration of resouI rces, and getting things accomplished through others; and (3)

failure to teach anthrOpological-like approaches to culturally different, especially

minority, folkways, moires and values.

Classroom teachel, s, administrators and other pupil peisonnel need information

relative to the identific tion and management of disruptive students. Consequently,

counselors must inservic them as well as being inserviced themselves: School staff

must learn' to use both a roblem salving/problem seeking model to ensure the aca-

demic and psychosocialiprogress of all students. Problem solving is well described in

counseling literature. Problem seeking approaches place more emphasis on early

detection and prevention of disruption rather than treatment perse.

An, example of an inservice technique that could be used for early detection is

a teacher checklist of perceived or actual problems filled out on students ()pout three



weeks after the beginning of school and reviewed periodically. Other aeas of
inservice experiences include stress and its management. Physical, behavioral and

affect management techniques also need to be reviewed throughout the school year.

The sources, symptoms and outcomes of disruptive behaviors must be reviewed by

staff routinely since just getting rid of a particular youngster Will not truly resolve

the problems. Counselors must be provided with and provide class teachers with

alternative modes for communicating with distressed and disruptive students. lt will

be less costly of human and financial resources in the long run if counselors idenfify

model strategies and teach systems to implement them, rather than attempting to

simply change the child. Change strategies must be actualized on all levels and

counselors must be prepared to understand andinfluence multi-factorial change.

-
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SUMMARY

School, counseling systems are increasingly required to meet the diverse needs'.
of children and youths who are disturbing the school environment.. Behaviors of

distressed students in the mainstream of clossrcoin settings often are not clearly .

defined self-labelihg actions but represent'' dysfunctioning classroom ecologies.

Hence, responsibility for meeting the, chronically disruptive child's needs is not
necessarily singled ()Zit as the responsibility of counselors, tecichers and/or adminis-

trators. Classroom conflicts and problems Of discip'line continue to/disrupt the

teaching/learning process, affecting academic as well as socioemotional growth and

developmen4. The acting but child cannot be neatly classified and treated with a
singulor counseling approach. Consequently, school counselors are expected to

support and/or initiate intervention strategies responsive to the complexiti of needs

choracteristic of the chro6ically disruptive student. This text provides counselors

with. a repository of knowledde and emphasizes innovative 1)0 practical techniques

for intervention with this highly visible and distressed schoapopulation.

The counselor's direct or indirect educator role in selationship to classroom

teachers, parents, pupil personnel, and the child is explored through 'suggested modi-

fications in the curriculum, management, and motivation of all system members.

Counseling strategies for the culfurally different student as well as preventive and

anticipatory counseling are also examined. Lastly, the gaps in preservidepreparation

and inservice training programs are identified in terms of the counselor's role as a

psychoecologist achieving a goodness-of-fit between the child's responses and the

socializing demands of the system.
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